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ABSTRACT 

Supercell thunderstorm structure and evolution is examined on 

several length and time scales using evidence from the 28 May 1980 

Tulia Outbreak storm. Conventional meteorological data are combined 

with storm intercept team observations and photographic data to per

form this analysis. New motion picture photogrammetry techniques are 

described and used for tornado analysis, and errors arising in photo

grammetry are determined. 

It is found that the storm was triggered by a surface dryline, 

developed in a favorable environment, and intensified in an area of 

strong surface temperature gradients. After the storm collapsed it 

showed cyclic variations in intensity which corresponded to stages in 

cyclic tornado evolution. The photogrammetry results include a num

ber of new findings. The three-dimensional flow structure is revealed 

and axial asymmetries are documented. In addition, time variations 

in tornado morphology, translation, and strength are documented. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Much progress in the understanding of supercell thunderstorms 

has been made in recent years, largely due to the use of Doppler 

radars in research. Current knowledge of these storms has been in

corporated into a conceptual model and is being used to determine 

the validity of numerical thunderstorm simulations. Numerical and 

laboratory simulations and photogrammetry have all been used to ad

vance the understanding of tornado dynamics and kinematics. 

Many recent findings have been combined into a conceptual model 

of supercell structure and evolution (Lemon and Doswell, 1979). 

This model incorporates the following key features. A mesocyclone 

develops in the middle levels of the storm and is originally found 

in the radar weak echo region (WER). This weak echo is associated 

with strong updrafts, and as these intensify the region may become 

bounded with higher reflectivity (BWER). I^ile the storm contains 

a BWER, downdraft is intensifying on the rear flank of the storm and 

is visually manifested by a "clear slot" wrapping around the wall 

cloud. The downdraft spreads horizontally upon reaching the ground, 

forming a gust front. As the updraft weakens and the BWER begins to 

fill with radar echo, the most intense tornadoes reach the ground. 

Another aspect of the model is a shift in the position of the 

mesocyclone. Originally it is colocated with the updraft in the 

BWER, but eventually it shifts so that the rear part contains down-

draft but the forward (eastern) part remains in updraft. In this 

way the mesocyclone becomes centered in a zone of strong gradients 

of vertical velocity. The rear flank downdraft is thought by Lemon 

and Doswell to be composed of environmental air that overtakes the 

storm from the rear at middle levels, and is maintained by evapora

tive cooling and precipitation drag. The article by Lemon and Dos

well is an excellent review of the current understanding of super-

cell storms and the evidence supporting these concepts. 
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Numerical modelling is also playing an important role in explain

ing supercell structure and tornado evolution. A recent numerical 

simulation (Klemp et̂  al. , 1981) of a tomadic thunderstorm in central 

Oklahoma shows striking similarities to the multiple-Doppler analysis 

of the storm, even though the model is unable to replicate some of 

the small-scale features due to its coarse grid spacing. 

This simulation shows one substantial difference when compared 

to the conceptual model of Lemon and Doswell. The main downdraft 

area originates to the right (south) of the updraft at upper levels 

(10 km) and twists cyclonically around the updraft until reaching the 

ground southwest of the updraft. This does not imply that downdraft 

trajectories spiral down around the updraft, but rather the region 

containing downdraft changes position with height. For example, air 

parcels immediately behind the gust front did not originate at upper 

or middle levels of the storm and spiral downward. Rather, these 

originated in front of the storm, spiralled cyclonically upward and 

then back down behind the gust front. It never rises much above 2 

km. In contrast, the rear flank downdraft in the Lemon and Doswell 

model originates at middle levels to the rear of the storm. 

The numerical model (Klemp et al., 1981) also simulates the de

velopment of a second updraft and vorticity center to the east of the 

original center, and above the surface gust front position. This 

suggests the possibility of cyclic or "family" tornado production by 

a supercell storm. Doppler radar observations do not reveal whether 

the second updraft is due to elongation and splitting of the original 

updraft or is a new and distinct feature, but the numerical model 

suggests the latter. Klemp and Rotunno (1982) have run a high resol

ution numerical model of the tornado region using a finer grid init

ialized by output from the coarser model. By integrating the verti

cal vorticity equation and using model output, they find an e-folding 

time for growth of vertical relative vorticity of one minute. Thus, 

tornadogenesis can occur very rapidly along the gust front ahead of 

an existing tornado. 



The cyclic nature of tornado production in som.e storms has been 

discussed by several researchers. Darkow and Roos (1970) call these 

storms "multiple tornado producing storms," while Agee ̂  ^ . (1976) 

refer to them as "family tornado" producers. In a study of the con

ditions favoring the development of tomadic storms, Moller (1979) 

describes storms of this type as producing "corridor outbreaks." 

Storms in which tornadoes are produced in a cyclic manner are called 

family outbreak storms in this thesis. 

Fujita (1970) indicates that 45 minutes seems to be a preferred 

period for the cycle, and statistics of Doppler radar observations 

of mesocyclones (Burgess et_ _al. , 1982) indicate a mean period of 

about 40 minutes. Darkow and Roos (1970) found, in a study of 

Missouri storms, that the time between tornado touchdowns is typi

cally an integer multiple of the shortest time between touchdowns. 

The first part of this study will provide documentation of tor

nadogenesis and mesoscale evolution in terms of radar and visual 

observations of a family-type outbreak storm. In addition, the var

ious models mentioned above will be compared to these observations 

and a conceptual model of cyclic tornadogenesis will be used to ex

plain the behavior of this storm. 

Tornado kinematics and dynamics have been studied using three 

techniques: numerical models, laboratory models, and tornado photo

grammetry. A description and review of numerical models has been 

written by Lewellen (1976), and a more recent model pertaining to the 

multiple-vortex phenomenon has been used by Rotunno and Lilly (1981). 

Very little data on tornadoes are available to verify these models. 

Laboratory models have also been used to simulate tornadoes. 

Common features include central updrafts and angular momentum im

parted to the fluid by a mechanical device. A thorough review of 

these experiments can be found in an article by Davies-Jones (1976). 

More recent experiments at Purdue University are discussed by Church 

£t_ jd. (1979). Once again, the realism of the vortex flows produced 

in these laboratory simulators is uncertain because of the dearth of 



real data for comparison. 

Tornado photogrammetry has been used by numerous researchers to 

document tomadic winds (Golden, 1976). Notable among these studies 

is work done by Hoecker (1960), Golden and Purcell (1977), and Forbes 

(1978). Hoecker composited wind speeds of debris tracers over a sub

stantial period of time in the 2 April 1957 Dallas tomado. A fairly 

complete picture of tangential and vertical flow was obtained but 

the assumption that the flow was steady over a period of minutes is 

questionable. It is also doubtful that debris tracers actually re

present the airflow. Hoecker's data has been used in other studies 

of tomado dynamics (Lilly, 1969, and Sinclair £t_ al. , no date), 

though Sinclair points out that in some regions of the tomado 

Hoecker's data is too sparse to be useful. 

The study by Golden and Purcell is notable in that it documents 

a strong tomado asymmetry—a near-ground inflow jet. The most 

thorough and mathematically precise study is that of the 3 April 

1974 Parker, Indiana tomado (Forbes, 1978). 

Techniques used by other researchers vary widely in exactness 

and the degree to which the three-dimensional tomado flow structure 

was documented. Chapter IV contains a brief review of the techniques 

of past studies and comments concerning the accuracies of various 

methods used in obtaining photogramm.etric velocities. Chapter V 

reports the results of photogrammetric analysis of two tornadoes in 

the Tulia Outbreak Storm of 28 May 1980. The velocity distributions 

presented are fully three-dimensional and span a period of about 

five minutes on one tomado. Therefore, steady and unsteady features 

have been documented, along with symmetric and asymmetric features. 



CHAPTER II 

MESOSCALE EVOLUTION 

2.1 Large-Scale Overview of Pre-storm Environment and Storm History 

On 28 May 1980 a severe thunderstorm developed near a dryline in 

eastern New Mexico. The storm became a right-moving, unsteady super-

cell as it entered the Texas Panhandle near Clovis, New Mexico. Dur

ing a six-hour traverse of the Panhandle the storm produced damaging 

hail and at least five tornadoes. For several hours the storm was 

observed and photographed by the author and Bruce D. Campbell of the 

Texas Tech University storm intercept team. Data collected by the 

field team are combined with conventional surface, satellite, and 

radar observations to study the organization and mesoscale evolution 

in this supercell. 

Upper air data, including streamline and vorticity analyses, 

show no significant short-wave troughs affecting the region on 28 

May. In fact, vorticity advection is nearly absent at 00 GMT. In 

the author's experience, however, positive vorticity advection is 

neither a necessary nor sufficient prerequisite for severe convection. 

Three important factors contributed to this outbreak: strong 

conditional instability, strong vertical wind shear, and a sufficient 

combination of triggering mechanisms. The 12 GMT Amarillo sounding 

and 00 GMT Midland wind hodograph are shown in Figures 1 and 2 re

spectively. The evening wind data at Midland (MAF) were chosen be

cause Amarillo's (AMA) sounding appeared to be affected by the wide

spread convection in that region. 

The morning sounding showed substantial conditional instability 

with a lifted parcel excess of 6°C at 500 mb. This would increase to 

9°C when the surface convective temperature was reached, but due to 

low-level moisture advection the evening parcel temperature excess 

was closer to 12 C at 500 mb. 

The smoothed hodograph showed weak clockwise turning of the wind 



Fig. 1. Amarillo sounding, 12 GMT, 28 May 1980, skew-T log P 



Fig. 2. Midland wind hodograph, 00 GMT, 29 May, 1980 

shear vector (which has been correlated with the enhancement of the 

left-moving member of a splitting pair of storms (Weisman and Klemp, 

1982). The hodograph at Amarillo at 00 GMT also showed weak clock

wise turning, but all of the severe storms were right-movers. 

In the lower levels a jet was apparent at 12 and 00 GMT over the 

High Plains from Del Rio to Dodge City (Figure 3). This flow was ex

ceptionally moist with pronounced moisture advection; 850 mb dew 

points ranged from 13 to 18 C. The jet also served to enhance low-

level vertical relative vorticity with values in excess of 8x10 

sec ^ on the scale resolvable by the upper air network, and perhaps 

much greater in the area of the dryline in eastern New Mexico. 

The middle and upper troposphere was dominated by a strong flow 

of dry air from the west-southwest. The upper tropospheric flow was 

difluent, but due to increasing speeds upstream (Figure 4), it was 

not strongly divergent. This is supported by the fact that vertical 

motion forecasts (LFM 12-hour) show nearly zero vertical motion at 

00 GMT after weak subsidence during the day. Slight warming at 500 

mb between 12 and 00 GMT substantiates this forecast, and further 

demonstrates the lack of large-scale "forcing" in this case. 
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May 28 was the fourth of five consecutive days which had severe 

thunderstorms that were associated with the surface dryline in VJest 

Texas. Careful analyses of the surface data have been combined with 

satellite and radar data to produce Figures 5 - 8 , which are for 20, 

22, 00, and 02 GMT. 

At 20 GMT two areas of towering cumulus and small cumulonimbi 

(CB) can be seen in eastern New Mexico, with the eastern band near 

the dryline. The western area was probably associated with orograph

ic effects along the lee slopes of the Rocky Mountains. The trigger

ing mechanism for the severe thunderstorms appears to have been heat

ing, with some additional lifting due to convergence along the dry-

line. The cool surface air centered near AMA is the remnant of out

flow from convection on the previous day and a notable surface tem

perature gradient existed between Lubbock (LBB) and AMA. Clearing 

and possible subsidence behind the dryline caused strong heating and 

the thermal ridge extended from Roswell (ROW) to La Junta (LHX). 

Significant changes had occurred by 22 GMT, including the de

velopment of several strong thunderstorms. The dryline was becoming 

more pronounced in southeastern New Mexico and was developing a 

bulge southwest of Clovis (CVS). It may be significant that the 

strongest storm of the day developed ahead of this bulge, a pattern 

investigated by other researchers (Sasaki and Tegtmeier, 1974). The 

Tulia Outbreak storm is marked with an "x" on the satellite photo. 

A substantial strengthening of the temperature gradient was 

occurring between Lubbock and Amarillo as insolation was reduced by 

anvil clouds to the north and increased in the clear air to the 

south. It is not known what role this gradient plays in severe 

thunderstorm dynamics, but all of the severe storms on 28 May inten

sified in regions of mesoscale temperature gradients not related to 

the storms' downdraft structures. Although it has been found that 

thermal boundaries are favorable locations for tomadic storms 

(Maddox e^ _al., 1980), definite boundaries were not found prior to 

these severe storms. 
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Fig. 5. 20 GMT satellite and surface analysis 
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Fig'. 8. 02 GMT satellite and surface analysis 
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By 00 GMT the dryline had ended its eastward progression; the 

storms had becom.e severe and moved away from the dryline. An outflow 

front was surging northwestward from the large thunderstorm complex 

in the northem Panhandle area. Also, Plainview (PVW) was reporting 

"pressure falling rapidly" which could have been due to a mesolow 

approaching with the Tulia storm. 

At 01 GMT the southem storm passed Lubbock with a wall cloud, 

hook echo, and a pilot report of baseball-size hail. The Tulia 

storm was producing its first tomado at this time. The 02 GMT anal

ysis shows a complex pattern of severe storms and their attendant 

areas of cool outflow. The thermal pattern has been analyzed in a 

way that conforms with the known locations of mesolows (tornadoes or 

mesocyclones). Tornadoes were occurring at the white x's on the 

satellite picture, and the southem storm contained a hook echo but 

no reported tornadoes. The infrared satellite imagery shows pro

nounced anvil-level warming dox>mstream from the coldest tops on the 

Tulia storm, a characteristic of other severe storms and attributed 

to stratospheric cirrus by Fujita (1982). Very cold (about -75 C) 

cloud tops were found above the location of the Allison, Texas tor

nado. 

2.2 Storm-Scale Evolution 

This discussion is primarily based upon storm intercept team ob

servations and Amarillo radar (WSR-57, 10 cm) data. Much of the doc-

^umentation of times of events was through the radar data. Storm mor

phology was partially determined by using still photographs from four 

amateur photographers in the Tulia and Nazareth areas. 

The storm intercept team departed after 2000 Ĝ IT, and arrived 

near the New Mexico state line around 2230 GMT. Figure 9 shows the 

route of the intercept team and the path of the storm's reflectivity 

core. Cumulonimbi were observed to the west and northwest and exhib

ited a highly sheared structure—towers leaning strongly to the north

east—with thick anvils streaming rapidly eastward. 
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• Portales 

Path of highest reflectivity 

Approximate paths of 
WER's, BWER's 

Route of f ield team 
Abbreviat ions: B Bovina, C Clovis, D Dimmit, F Friona, H Hart, L Lazbuddie, LK Lakeview, 

M Muleshoe, N Nazareth, T Tulia. 

Fig. 9. Route of field team and positions of storm features 

As the Tulia storm approached Clovis, New Mexico, it contained 

a narrow, dense rain shaft and the field team experienced 15 - 25 kt 

(estimated) winds from the east-southeast blowing directly toward 

the cell. Gradually intensifying, the storm dropped 2-cm hail and 

produced wind gusts of 30 kt at Cannon AFB, Clovis. Near the state 

line the intercept team encountered cool east-northeast winds at 15 -

25 kt blowing out from the west side of the cell. 

Figure 10 depicts the echo evolution as seen by Amarillo radar. 

It is a plot of areas covered by certain reflectivities as a func

tion of time. As can be seen, areas of all reflectivities gradually 

increased until 2347 GMT. At that time a strong circulation was 

first observed at cloud base adjacent to the precipitation core on 

the storm's right rear flank. Evolution was as described in the 

model of Lemon and Doswell (1979). A rotating wall cloud formed, 

with clearing to the west. A gust front wrapped cyclonically around 

the wall cloud, and a clear slot formed south of the wall cloud, 

which can be attributed to the rear flank downdraft. Figure 11 shows 

the echo patterns at 2347, 2358, and 0003 GMT and Figure 12 is a 

photograph of the circulation area looking north at about 2355 Ofl. 

A hook echo formed as the wall cloud was encircled by rain, but no 

tornado was observed. Figure 10 shows a large decrease in overall 
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Fig. 10. Graph of areas of reflectivity levels as a function of 
time from Amarillo radar data 

storm intensity as the circulation formed, and a subsequent rise as 

the gust front moved out ahead of the wall cloud. This sequence is 

discussed further in the following pages. 

The most significant event during the period 0000 to 0200 GMT 

was the merger of a small, intense echo with the main storm at 0015 

GMT. This cell formed about 70 km south-southeast of the Tulia 

storm and moved toward the storm at 50 to 80 km/hr. Before it merged 
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it reached level 6 (>57 dBz) reflectivity. While the merger cell 

was moving north, the Tulia storm turned toward the east and became 

a right-mover. The field team observed the merger CB as it moved 

toward the Tulia storm and merged. It was a small CB with a trans

lucent rain shaft below. After the merger the Tulia storm appeared 

more intense, with darker cloud and precipitation areas. A non-

tomadic lowering of the cloud base occurred south of Dimmit after 

the merger; this feature was too far from the field team to document 

rotation. After the echo merger Dimmit experienced two periods of 

baseball-size hail which inflicted large monetary losses. 

The onset of cyclic tomado production was near 0040 GMT. This 

marked a major change in storm character on radar (refer to Figure 

10). At 0041 GMT there was a large, intense echo with more than 65 

km^ area of level 6 echo. Also seen was a weak echo region (WEPx) 

on the south side of the core. At 0052 GMT the echo area had de

creased with level 6 echo disappearing, while a hook echo was ap

proaching Nazareth, Texas. Figure 13 is a sequence of radar photos 

documenting this remarkable collapse of the supercell—an event also 

described in Lemon and Doswell (1979) and several papers referenced 

therein. 

Corresponding to the evolution on radar were the following storm 

intercept team observations, as shown by the photos in Figure 14. 

While the WER was apparent near Hart, a large wall cloud was forming 

in the same area. This wall cloud lowered and became tomadic as 

numerous subvortices (as many as seven or more at one time) reached 

the ground. 

As the Nazareth tomado moved northeast a clear slot (cloud-

free area) which was filled with rain and small hail progressed 

cyclonically around the tomado. The visible tomado was over 900 m 

in diameter at the ground, while damage extended over a 2.8 km-wide 

path implying strong winds and possibly downbursts (Fujita, 1978) 

outside the visible tornado. The damage pattern and location of the 

visible tomado is shown in Figure 15. 
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Fig. 13. Radar echoes from Amarillo radar. The photos illustrate 
the supercell collapse and storm split. 
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Fig. 14. Field team photos illustrating the evolution of the Naza
reth tomado. These are arranged in chronological order. 
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Fig. 15. Nazareth tomado. The outer contour is the limit of FO 
damage and inner contours contain damage greater than Fl. Arrows 
show the direction of debris deposition. The heavy circle is the 
location of the visible tomado established by two-camera graphical 
intersection. 

The tomado gradually became completely encircled by rain and 

small hail, and the condensation funnel concurrently shrank. As 

this process occurred, a new wall cloud was forming about 2 km east-

southeast of the Nazareth tomado. This became the Lakeview tornado. 

The wall cloud was first photographed as it was about 400 m above the 

ground and 300 m below the ambient CB base. Photogrammetry (Chapter 

V) shows positive vertical velocities of 7-10 ra sec ^ and vertical 
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relative vorticity of about IxlO"^ sec ^ assuming solid body rota

tion. The new wall cloud lowered rapidly as individual cloud elem.ents 

formed at successively lower heights, and dust was observed below 

this cloud at approximately the same time as the previous tomado 

was dissipating just northeast of Nazareth. 

Figure 16 shows the locations of wall clouds, tornadoes, and 

damage paths as determined by ground and aerial surveys. The first 

tomado (Nazareth) was different in some respects from the next three 

(Lakeview, first Tulia, second Tulia), all of which were quite sim

ilar. Only the Nazareth tomado became surrounded with rain and 

hail; the next three remained separated from precipitation areas. 

The Nazareth tomado followed a fairly straight path while the next 

three were "left turn" tornadoes. And while the Nazareth wall cloud 

developed over a period of about 20 minutes, the next three wall 

clouds formed and became tomadic within about 10 minutes each, 

developing while the previous tomado was still in progress. 

Nazartth 
tornado 

Soeoni Tulia ^ ' 
tornado -^''^ ' 

Fig. 16. Map of damage paths, wall cloud locations, and filming 
sites in the Nazareth, Lakeview, and Tulia areas. 

While the Lakeview wall cloud was lowering and increasing in 

rotation, the dust below showed very little swirling; instead, the 

flow appeared to be largely radial (inward) and turbulent (Figure 
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17). Swirl did not increase at the lowest levels until the tomado 

was about 1-2 km southwest of Lakeview. At about that time, the 

intercept team experienced the passage of a strong; gust front with 

winds shifting to west at 50-60 kt (estimated) at a location 2 km 

southeast of the tomado. The air behind the gust front was not 

noticeably cooler than that ahead. The eastward surge of the gust 

front corresponded in time to the strong swirling flow reaching the 

grotind below the wall cloud. Photographs illustrating this evolution 

can be found in Figure 18. 

Fig. 17. Field team photos of the Lakeview wall cloud. Picture a 
is a view toward the southeast; b is toward the south southwest. 
Notice the patchy dust near the ground. 

Amarillo radar continued to show a weak, apparently innocuous 

echo after the supercell collapse and during cyclic tornado produc

tion (refer to Figure 10). Of great importance is the cyclic 

strengthening and weakening of the echo after collapse. The in

creases in reflectivity corresponded to times when gust fronts had 

surged well ahead of tornadoes and decreases occurred at nearly the 

same time of the beginning of a new tomado. It could be hypothe

sized that convergence and new updrafts along the gust front lead 

to increases in overall storm strength and that downdrafts, choking 
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the tomado/updraft areas from potentially buoyant low-level inflow, 

lead to decreases in overall storm strength. 

Evolution nearly identical to that described for the Lakeview 

tomado occurred in the first and second Tulia tornadoes, with the 

exception that the winds below the first Tulia wall cloud were not 

as damaging as those under the Lakeview wall cloud. 

Darkness precluded observation of the storm beyond Tulia, and 

the Amarillo radar data filming ended at about 0200 GMT. It is 

known that the double wall cloud structure continued in the storm 

until it had moved almost to Silverton, implying that cyclic tomado 

production continued. But news media and public utilities indicated 

that no tornado damage occurred east of the second Tulia tomado. 

The area from Silverton to Estelline and Wellington is very sparsely 

populated ranchland, and tornadoes could have gone unreported. The 

final documented tornado produced by this storm occurred south of 

Wellington in the extreme eastern Texas Panhandle at about 0630 GMT. 

2.3 Conceptual Model of Cyclic Tomado Evolution 

Storm intercept team observations and conventional radar data 

can be combined to produce a conceptual model of meso-y scale (2-20 

km, as in Orlanski (1975)) evolution in the Tulia Outbreak storm 

(Figure 19). This model is in agreement with that of Burgess et al. 

(1982) , except that it is impossible to verify the existence of a 

pseudo-warm front or occlusion process. However, it is not unrea

sonable to assume that such a mesoscale frontal system existed with 

the Tulia storm, and photogrammetry results (Chapter V) suggest its 

existence. 

The storms' characteristics and evolution were as follows. 

1) Incipient tornado stage. This corresponds with the "organ

izing stage" in Burgess et_jd. (1982). A rotating wall cloud is 

seen in the area of a radar-indicated WER or BWER. Surface inflow 

below the wall cloud and strong vertical motion in the wall cloud 

indicate that it is a major updraft center. Swirl has not vet be-
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Fig. 19. Conceptual model of cyclic tornado evolution. See text 
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come strong at the lowest levels. Convergence acting on low-level 

relative vorticity, tilting of vortex lines, and stretching probably 

all contribute to the strengthening of the mesocyclone. This was a 

rapid process (about 10 minutes) in all but the first (Nazareth) 

tomado. 

2) Gust front surge stage. Several changes are occurring simul

taneously. A clear (cloud-free) slot is propagating cyclonically 

around the wall cloud. The clear slot may be an area of strong down-

draft, and spreading of these downdrafts near the ground causes the 

gust front to surge ahead of the tomado. As the downdraft proceeds 

cyclonically around the tomado it is blocking the supply of poten

tially buoyant air to the updraft (wall cloud) which initiates an 

overall decrease in storm intensity as measured by echoing areas. 

Low-level flow is strongly convergent near the tomado, but away 

from the tomado it is becoming divergent as the downdraft spreads 

around the right flank of the wall cloud. Convergence along the gust 

front is initiating new updrafts and causing the lower, denser cloud 

bases there, but these updrafts are probably not yet as strong as 

those in the wall cloud. At this time the downward propagation of 

swirling flow brings the tomado to the surface. 

3) Tomado stage. This stage lasted for 10 to 20 minutes in the 

Tulia Storm. Downdraft air continues to wrap cyclonically around the 

tornado, forming a frontal occlusion in the lowest levels, and fur

ther decreasing the supply of potentially buoyant air to the tomado. 

Strong convergence continues along the gust front, and a localized 

intense updraft may be developing along the gust front or near the 

triple point of the occlusion. A narrow band of low clouds may be 

observed oriented roughly east-west along the occluded front and ex

tending away from the wall cloud. 

4) Dissipating and incipient tomado stage. Downdrafts have 

almost totally surrounded the tomado, with only a small area of con

vergent surface flow near the tomado surrounded by a larger area of 

divergent winds. Tornadoes in this storir were either engulfed in 
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rain at this stage (Nazareth) or surrounded with rain-free down-

drafts. This is consistent with the author's observations of tor

nadoes at this stage in other storms; often the wall cloud is sur

rounded by clear air giving it the appearance of being a small CB. 

The dissipating tomado shrinks and may weaken but remains a small, 

local center of updraft and vorticity. As illustrated in Figure 19, 

the area of updraft is stretched and elongated due to the surging of 

the gust front, but tornadogenesis appears to be taking place in a 

discrete process as the incipient tomado stage occurs a few kilo

meters east of the dissipating tomado. All of the evidence in this 

study leads to the hypothesis that cyclic tomado production is the 

result of tornadogenesis occurring aloft in response to a low-level 

disturbance — the gust front. This tornadogenesis occurs in an 

environment that has been "primed" by previous or ongoing tomado 

activity: it is rich in relative vorticity and has strong conver

gence and tilting mechanisms. 

It must be reiterated that the first tomado (Nazareth) had sub

stantial differences in appearance from those that followed. This 

may be a coincidence, but it also may be an indication of different 

mechanisms of formation and intensification in the first tomado 

compared to those that follow. Figure 18 provides photographic 

evidence from the Tulia storm that supports the conceptual model 

just described. 



CHAPTER III 

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 
TORNADO WINDSPEEDS 

Motion picture photogrammetry is the science of making measure

ments on motion picture images. It has been used in over a dozen 

tomado studies since 1960. The results of these studies are re

viewed by Golden (1976). The techniques of photogrammetry vary from 

one study to another, but a few basic elements are common to all 

studies. The tomado image must be scaled in order to determine dis

tances at the tomado from measurements made on the image. The most 

accurate scaling procedures involve careful field surveys while the 

cruder methods involve knowledge of camera focal length and triangu-

lation. After scaling, the image is projected; some researchers 

project the image on a wall while vrjDve elaborate projection equipment 

has been used by others. Finally, computational procedures used to 

determine velocities from displacements on the screen can also vary 

from inexact to precise. 

Unfortunately, very little information has been published con

cerning the photogrammetric techniques in other studies or the possi

ble uncertainties arising in those techniques. A notable exception 

to this pattern is the work of Forbes (1978). In general it is im

possible to evaluate the error claims of other studies without know

ing in detail the methods employed in those studies. Although most 

other researchers fail to specify the uncertainties in the velocity 

estimates, serious errors may be present due to a variety of sources. 

This chapter outlines a very accurate procedure for tomado photo

grammetry that is used to obtain the results presented in Chapter V. 

In order to assess the sources and magnitudes of uncertainties 

present in various components of the photogrammetric process, sensi

tivity analyses were performed and these results are found in Chapter 

IV with comments concerning the techniques of other researchers and 

30 
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the possible errors in previously published velocity estimates. 

The miction picture tomado photogrammetry technique described 

here uses minimum number of simplifying assumptions. It can be used 

for the study of any reasonably stable tomado footage provided that 

an adequate on-site ground survey has been performed. Except for 

several routine field measurements and determination of camera fram

ing rate and optical system distortions, all variables are measured 

on the projection screen. The measurements are made in the same 

manner regardless of camera orientation and tomado size, shape, and 

tilt, and all velocities can then be determined using computer-assist

ed numerical procedures. 

3.1 The Tornado-Plane Assumption and 
Velocity Component Equations 

The derivations in this section are applicable to any reasonably 

short-duration segment of tomado movie footage. The segment must be 

short enough that the position of a tag (object being tracked on the 

screen) does not change a large amount relative to the tomado; such 

short segments also ensure that the assimiption of quasi-steady flow 

is realistic. The velocities found using the formulas of this sec

tion will be two components of apparent motion in a vertical plane 

containing the center of the visible tomado at the ground. The form

ulas will apply to any movie segment regardless of tornado or filming 

characteristics. 

The tornado plane is defined as a vertical plane which contains 

the center of the visible tomado (at the camera elevation) and which 

is orthogonal to the line of sight to this tomado center. Figure 20 

shows an example of a projected image that defines some of the quan

tities and terms used in this derivation. The tomado plane is not 

the same plane as the object plane (which is parallel to the film, 

or image plane, in the camera). The angular separation of these two 

planes is a, which is measured as the angular distance between the 

principal vertical line at its intersection with the horizon line. 
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and the tomado center at the horizon line. Since a is measured 

between points on the horizon line, it is a truly horizontal angular 

separation. 

The field-measured distance from the camera to the center of 

the visible tomado is d ; it is important to realize that this dis-

tance may not be the distance to the center of the damage swath. 

Since the measurements are being made on an image of the visible 

tornado, the accuracy of results depends on knowing where the visi

ble tomado was with respect to the camera. 

^ is the horizontal angular separation (horizontal again denotes 

measurement along the horizon line which is in a truly horizontal 

plane and does not necessarily coincide with the visible horizon) 

between the center of the tag being tracked and the vertical tomado 

axis. 3 is the angular distance measured vertically from the hori

zon line to the tag center. Aa and A8 are the measured angular 
m m 

tag displacements parallel to the principal horizontal line and 

principal vertical line respectively; these lines usually deviate 

somewhat from being truly horizontal and vertical. Finally, 9 is 

defined as the angle formed by the horizon line and the principal 

horizontal line in the image. 

The determination of the tomado plane velocity components is a 

preliminary step in the determination of tangential, vertical, and 

radial velocity components in a three-dimensional tomado. The tor

nado plane velocity components can be found with a high degree of 

accuracy, whereas the three-dimensional components involve signifi

cant uncertainty in parts of the image. This issue is discussed in 

Chapter IV. 

Certain non-limiting assumptions are made in the following deri

vation. The tomado is assumed to be oriented vertically; vortex 

tilt was not a factor in this investigation but could have been ac

counted for in the three-dimensional velocity estimates with some 

increase in uncertainty. The tomado is assumed to be quasi-station

ary and in a state of steady flow over the short interval of the 
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movie segment (typically 0.5 or 1.0 sec in this study). These assump

tions are only utilized in the sense that tag motion is represented 

by changes in position Aa and A3 about some mean (stationary) a 
mm ^ ^' 

and 3. This technique would fail if a or 3 changed by more than one 

or two degrees in the interval of the movie segment, but in practice 

changes are much smaller than this. Also, the distance to the visi

ble tomado cannot change greatly over the short interval without 

affecting results, but typically this distance does not change more 

than about 0.5% in a short interval. All of these assumptions in

volve trivial errors. 

3.1.1 Horizontal tag motions 

The horizontal component of displacement in the tomado plane 

will be called Ax. Figure 21 is a geometric projection of the motion 

of a tag onto the horizontal plane containing the camera. The motion 

is represented by a portion of its trajectory labeled T. The camera 

records the motion in the image plane, and when photogrammetry is 

done the motion is typically recorded as initial and final points (a 

vector) on the screen. The object and image (film) planes are paral

lel, and the tag motion as recorded is marked as G. The component 

of motion to be determined is marked as F in the tomado plane. In 

the following equations F and G will refer to the m.agnitudes of these 

vectors. To reiterate, a tag motion in the tomado is recorded in the 

image plane, has a horizontal part, and appears to be in the object 

plane when projected. This motion is measured as an angular displace

ment, Aa, for this derivation. To find the corresponding horizontal 

displacement in the tomado plane, F must be found as some function 

Results presented in Chapter V will indicate that a tomado rr.ay 
not be steady flow even for periods less than ten seconds; som.e re
searchers have assumed steady flow for periods ranging from 20 - 30 
second up to minutes. 
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Fig. 21. Geometry of tag motion: 
plane containing the camera. 

projection onto the horizontal 
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G = 
\ ± tan 

cos(a-h}>) 

Aa 

(1) 

then 

Aa 
^ ^ G cos((j)4t:c) ^ ^ \ ^^" 2 

cos (-<()) COS (-4)) (2) 

To be completely precise this expression should be multiplied by a 

term 

Aa 
cos (-2") 

cos(a-h|) y) 
(3) 

but it was found that this term was an unwarranted complication; if 

not included, typical errors of 0.02% and around 0.1% in extreme 

cases are generated. As is shown in Chapter IV, other sources lead 

to much larger errors. 

The distance d, shown in Figure 21 is the distance, in the hor

izontal plane, from the camera to the tag. A much easier quantity 

to measure is d , the distance from the camera to the tornado center 
a 

in the horizontal plane. The difference between d, and d is the 
^ h a 

segment B shown in Figure 21, and is a quantity that will be useful 

later in this derivation. In the figure, by the law of sines. 

A = 
d sin* 
a 
coscf) 

B = d 
sind) sina 

cos6 cos(a+(|)) 
(4) 

and the true separation in space is B'=B/cosB. 

Also by the law of sines, and noting that sin(90+a)=cos(-u)=cosa. 
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d cosa 

^h " cos(a-ht)) • ^̂ ^ 

The magnitude of F is found to be 

I d tan —r- cosa 
Y — ^ r f c\ 

cos(|) cos(a+<|)) ' ^ 

Finally, the distance to a tag above the horizontal plane con

taining the camera is not d , but rather d / cosB , where 3 has been 
a a 

defined previously as an elevation angle. The formula for Ax, the 

tomado plane horizontal displacement, is 

2 d tan -r- cosa 

cost}) cos(a+c{)) cos3 

3.1.2 Tomado plane vertical motion 

The geometry of determining the vertical component of displace

ment in the tomado plane is shown in progressively greater detail 

in Figure 22. In this case, the vector H represents the vertical 

displacement recorded on film and is found in the object plane, and 

the vector I is a projection of that displacement into the tomado 

plane. 

As shown in the previous section, B is the horizontal separation 

between the object plane and the tomado plane, and 

d sin(t) sina 
B = -^-I T-ZZZT • (8) 

costf) cos(a+(()) 

From Figure 22 it can be seen that 

2 d tan^3/2 
H = ^— T- (9) 

cosi) cose 
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Fig. 22. Determination of the vertical component of motion 
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and 

a . ^ , 2 B tanAe/2 _ 
COS 3 

Using the identity I = H - (H-I), 

2 d tanA3/2 2 d sincj) sina tanAB/2 

cos<j) cos3 cos<i> cos(a+<{)) cos"̂ 3 * 

The quantity I is really the Az vertical displacement in the tomado 

plane, and simplifying the expression above gives 

2 d tanA3/2 
Az = 

cos(|) cos3 

3.2 Orientation of the Camera 

1 sin4) sina 
cos(a-h|>) cos3 _ (12) 

The two major formulas derived to this point are for a case 

where the principal (horizontal and vertical) lines in the image and 

on the screen are truly horizontal and vertical. This would normally 

not be the case with eyewitness films or films made by experienced 

storm intercept photographers; that is, the camera is usually point

ing slightly upward and is often rotated slightly about its own 

(principal) axis. This is similar to the situation illustrated in 

Figures 20 and 23. The camera is aimed above the horizon and the 

horizon line is not parallel to the principal horizontal line. 

Tilt of the camera above the horizon line leads to minor modifi

cations of the expressions in the previous section because the separ

ation of the tomado and object planes has been affected. In Eq. 8 

the horizontal separation between the planes, B, must be adjusted for 

the vertical tilt of the camera axis, i|̂, yielding 

d sin(|) sina 
B = — 7—TTT - d tan3 tanv (13) 

cos$ cosCa-hp; a 
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where the second term is typically very small (on the order of 

meters). Also, since the vector H is now tilted, it must be modified 

to reflect the tilt of the object plane shown in Figure 23. The 

correct expression is 

H = 
2 d tanA3/2 cosiĵ  

cos<{> cos3 

Tornado 
Plane 

(14) 

Fig. 23. Geometry of vertical camera tilt 

The existence of a tilted horizon line also leads to modifica

tions in the previous expressions. The Aa in these expressions is an 

angular displacement parallel to the horizon line and 3̂ orthogonal 

to it. However, in photogrammetry measurements it is much simpler 

to measure parallel to the principal lines; these measured quantities 

may be termed Aa and A3 . In practice, the projector is aligned so 
m m 

that the principal axis, which runs through the focal points and 

centers of the lenses, is orthogonal to the screen, eliminating 

accidental optical distortion. The lines bisecting the projected 

image of a full frame and parallel to the edges of the image are the 

principal lines. It is convenient to measure tag endpoints on a 

cartesian grid parallel to the principal lines, and then convert to 

angle measures through a scale factor. 
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As defined earlier and shown in Figure 24, 6 is the angle be

tween the horizon line and the principal horizontal line. Aa and AB 

can be expressed in terms of the measured quantities, Aa » A3 , and 
m m 

9 as 

Aa = (Aa 2 + ^3 2)'^ cos tan"^ (A3 /Aa ) - 0 (15) 
m m L m m j 

and 

A3 = (Aa 2 .+. A3 2 ) ^ sin [ 
m mi L 

tan ^(A3 /Aa ) - 6 
m m (16) 

Finally, caution should be taken to ensure that Aa , A3 , and 0 
m m 

are measured correctly and computed correctly according to their def

initions and as illustrated in Figure 20. 

norUon Une 

A0( m 

parallel to 

prin. hor.Tlne 

Fig. 24. Geometry of camera rotation about the principal axis 

To this point no major simplifying assumptions have been made 

that would limit the accuracy of the photogrammetric velocity estim

ates. The following equations are the final result of this deriva

tion: 

Ax = 
2 d tan -r- cosa 

a 2 
cosc{) cos(a+(|)) cosS 

(7) 

Az = 
2 d tanA3/2 

a 
cosî ) cosB 

cosi|; -
sin(() sina 

cos3 cos(a+p) 
+ 

cosi) tanS tanij; 
cosS 

.(17) 
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In these expressions Aa and A3 are from Eqs. 15 and 16. The tomado-

plane components of ve loc i ty (V i s ho r i zon t a l , W i s v e r t i c a l ) are 

V 2 = | f , and W ^ ^ f f (18) 

where the subscript 2 denotes that they are two-dimensional compon

ents, and At is simply the duration of the projected movie segment. 

3.3 Determining Tangential and Vertical 
Components in Three Dimensions 

The previous section provided a means of determining apparent 

velocity components in a plane. Depending on the care taken in 

measurements, these two-dimensional (x,z) velocities can be deter

mined with great accuracy. Errors and uncertainty will be discussed 

more thoroughly in Chapter IV. 

The following material addresses the problem of determining vel

ocity components in three dimensions based on a two-dimensional data 

set which is the film image. It should be obvious that some major 

assumption about the position of the tag in space must be made in 

order to estimate velocities outside the tomado plane. The techni

que requires the photogrammetrist to assume a radius of curvature 

for the tag being tracked. 

Thus, motion of tags may be estimated for wall clouds, the tor

nado regardless of its shape or tilt, subvortices, or any other flow 

that can be assumed to be nearly axisymmetric. The method described 

here amounts to assuming that the motion of a tag takes place, at 

least for the short time of a movie segment, in a cylinder. Most of 

the cylinders can be assumed to be coaxial, with wall cloud tags 

having some large radius, outer tomado tags having som.e smaller 

radius, and interior tags having an even smaller radius of curvature. 

Subvortex tags are assumed to be rotating about some axis other than 

the main tornado axis. 
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In this investigation, subvortices were assumed to have axes in 

the plane of the tornado. This was done for computational simplicity; 

small computational changes would allow for an axis outside the tor

nado plane by assigning radius of curvature, cartesian x-coordinate 

of the axis, and the distance to the subvortex from the camera. 

As stated earlier, vortex tilt was not a factor in this invest

igation. It could be handled however in two ways. One method would 

be to use fictitious camera and horizon line tilts so that the prin

cipal orthogonal axes were aligned with the tomado. This would 

give correct vertical and tangential velocities with respect to the 

tomado. Another possible technique would be to assume a different 

tomado axis for each tag giving a tilted "stack" of cylindrical 

orbits. This would give correct horizontal and vertical tomado 

plane velocities, but som.e procedure would be needed to infer the 

correct tangential and vertical velocities with respect to the tor

nado. 

Assuming a radius of curvature for a tag trajectory can be a 

serious problem. Techniques for reducing uncertainties in this 

estimate are discussed in Chapter IV in the section headed "Errors 

due to assumptions." Suffice it to say that a good radius estimate 

can enable much better velocity estimates than those from the toma

do plane components. 

3.3.1 Tangential component of velocity 

The coordinate system used herein will be the polar cylindrical 

(r,0,z) system, and the velocity components in the system will be re

ferred to as radial, tangential (sometimes called azimuthal), and 

vertical with the symbols u, v, and w respectively. 

Figure 25 shows, in successively greater detail, the geometry 

of determining the tangential component of velocity from the horizon

tal displacement in the tomado plane. The new quantities are de

fined as follows: r is the assumed orbiting radius of the tag; D' 

is the distance along the camera line-of-sight from the tomado plane 
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Tornado 
Plane 

Fig. 25. Geometry of determining the tangential component of 
velocity from the tornado-plane displacement 
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projection of the horizontal displacement vector (F) to the tag's 

true mean position; and T is a position angle varying from 0 degrees 

at the camera line of sight to the tomado center to 90 degrees at 

the line of sight to the tomado edge. 

r is given by 

r = sin 
d sind) 
a 

- <!' (19) 

Therefore, from the drawing. 

D = r cos sin 

d sind) 
'II a - <t> 

/. 
= r cosF (20) 

This is the tomado plane - tag separation as projected onto a hori

zontal plane; later D' will be corrected to its true length in space 

If X is the tomado plane horizontal displacement, then 

.1 _ = X ± 2 D' tanAa 

+ for the far side of 
the tomado 

- for the near side. 
(21) 

The effect expressed in the above equation is that if the tag is 

between the camera and the tomado plane its apparent velocity paral

lel to the tomado plane is slightly less than estimated, and con

versely for tags on the far side of the tomado. The chord length 

of the horizontal trajectory in the circle is 

x " = x' 
sin (90 +<t>) 
cos(r+4)) 

(22) 

which is an adjustment on x' because the chord is not generally par

allel to the tornado plane. This leads to 

arc length = 2r sin •1 21 
I t 

2r 
(:3) 
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Also, 

D = 
D' 
cos3 (24) 

or more completely 

2r sin ̂  

arc length = 

X ± 2r tanAa cos s m 
d sind) 

-ll a 

2r cos sm 
'd sind) 

•l(-§ 

- <t> sin(90 +(|)) 

cos3 

Therefore the tangential velocity, v, is 

arc length 
At 

(26) 

At this point it is important to note that strong radial motions 

could affect the computation of tangential velocity. This problem 

only arises for tags near the sides of the tomado image or in the 

upper portion of the tomado. However, results discussed in Chap

ter V indicate that radial components are only strong in a surface 

inflow layer. Therefore, it is evident that only tags near the 

ground and at the sides of the tomado image may exhibit these velo

city ambiguities. In the process of data analysis it is possible to 

detect this problem by comparing tangential velocities of low-level 

tags at the sides with those from the central portion of the image 

and checking for consistency in velocities. 

3.3.2 Vertical component of velocity 

The vertical component of velocity can be computed very accur

ately over the entire tomado. One can visualize that if strong 

radial motions occurred in the upper parts of the visible tornado 

this would affect the vertical velocity component. But strong rad

ial components seem to be confined to the lower portion of the tor-
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nado and thus are concealed in determining the vertical component. 

Computation of the vertical component is done by making two 

simple modifications to the tomado plane component of vertical vel

ocity. First, the tomado plane estimates contain some built-in 

fictitious vertical velocity which is a result of the tag being in an 

elevated circular orbit. Imagine, for example, an object moving in 

a circular orbit in a horizontal plane above and in front of the ob

server. As the object moves around the left side of the circle and 

toward the observer, it appears to be rising, and as it moves away 

around the right side, it appears to be descending. This false ver

tical motion must be removed from the tomado plane estimates. 

The second correction is similar to one made when deriving the 

equations for the tangential component. If a tag is on the near 

side of the tomado, its motion appears to be greater than what it 

actually is, and rear side tags are recorded in the film plane as 

having less displacement than they actually do. 

The first modification to the tomado plane vertical velocity 

component, W., is a function of position in the tomado (F) , and ele

vation. The false vertical velocity effect increases toward the 

side of the tomado and at large elevation angles; 

+ for right half 
W' = W (1 ± sinr sin3) \ (27) 

^ ' - for left half. 

The second modification depends on the distance that the tag is 

displaced from the tomado plane along the line of sight to its repre

sentation in the tomado plane. Referring again to Figure 25: 

d ± D 
^ = yt [ _§ I ^ + for the far side (28) 

a / I - for the near side 

This is the final form of the equation for the vertical component of 

velocity for a tag orbiting at the assumed radius. 
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3.3.3 Radial component of velocity and 
objective analysis of data 

An objective analysis technique is used to better understand 

the tomado flow structure and determine radial velocities. After 

velocity components are interpolated to a polar cylindrical grid, 

the continuity euqation can be used from one grid volume to the next 

to determine the radial component of velocity at each grid point. 

This technique will produce good results only when the volume of the 

tomado is filled with sufficient data points (tags) to establish 

velocity components at grid points. Even if the technique fails at 

determining the radial component at individual points, azimuthal 

averages of vertical velocity can be used to determine azimuthal 

average radial velocity profiles. Results from this new technique 

are presented in Chapter V. 

The objective analysis grid contains 352 grid points. There 

are eight levels spaced 50 m apart beginning at 25 m above the hori

zontal plane containing the camera. The azimuthal spacing is 45 

degrees. There are also eight radii with uneven spacing; dense 

spacing is used in the inner tomado region and less dense in the 

outer parts. The grid points are found at radii of 25, 75, 125, 200, 

300, 500, 1000, and 2000 meters, although there are usually little 

data available near the inner and outer circles. This grid arrange

ment is shown in Figure 26. 

A three-dimensional Gaussian weighting function is used to in

terpolate data from the locations of tags to the grid points. All 

tags within a certain distance of the grid point are weighted accord

ing to their nearness in azimuth, radius, and elevation to the grid 

point. It was found during tag tracking that velocities varied most 

rapidly with radius and least rapidly with elevation. Therefore the 

weighting function is not symmetric about a grid point. The weight

ing function assigns three-dimensional weights varying from zero to 

one, drops off very rapidly with differences in radius, and decreases 

less rapidly with differences in azimuth or elevation. Subscript t 
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Fig. 26. Objective analysis grid 

will represent tag and g will represent grid point. The specific 

weighting functions are as follows: 

W = exp 
z 

- z - z 
_S t 
300 

(29) 

Wg = exp 

W = exp 
r 

-|0 - 0 |2 
' g t' 

80 

-| r - r| 
S « OQ 
r 
g 

(30) 

(31) 
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The weighting functions fall off to a value of 0.01 or less at about 

0.22 radial grid units, 0.5 azimuthal grid units, and 0.6 elevation 

grid units, which illustrates the asymmetry of the overall weighting 

system. 

The final weight assigned to the tangential and vertical veloci

ties of a tag is 

\ = (̂ 2 + ^0 + \)/3 • (32) 

The tangential velocity and vertical velocity at a grid point 

are then given by the following formulas where the summations are 

taken over all of the tags near enough to the grid point to have 

been weighted: 

Ev W 

Zw W 

The radial velocity can be computed after vertical and tangen

tial components have been assigned at each grid point. Constant air 

density is assumed in the domain of the objective analysis, which is 

typically less than 300 m in depth. All velocities are known at the 

faces of the finite-grid volume elements except the radial velocity. 

A lower boundary condition of zero vertical velocity, and a radial 

boundary condition of u=0 at r=0 (no flow through the axis) are 

applied. Then the routine marches outward from the axis and upward 

from the ground determining the radial velocity at the outer face of 

each volume element needed to maintain mass continuity. 

In some cases, where a large number of tags were found through

out the tomado, radial velocity estimates appear physically reason

able. In other cases, azimuthal mean vertical velocities are used 
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at grid points in an r - z plane to determine mean radial velocities 

at those grid points, again stepping outward from the axis and up

ward from the ground. This investigation demonstrates that the ob

jective techniques and use of the continuity equation give a more 

complete and useful picture of three-dimensional tomado flow than 

obtained in previous studies. The final Figure (27) is a flow chart 

that shows the actual computational techniques used in this investi

gation. 
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Input screen-measured constants for data set. 

Input tag endpoints and radius. 

Compute mean tag position, position angles a, 3, *, elevation 

Compute Aa, A3 angular displacements. 

Compute tomado plane velocities, 
then tangential and vertical velocity. 

next tag 

Output velocities. Compare results to tracings. . 
Revise r's if necessary. 

I 

Objective analysis of data computes v, w at each grid point 

Compute u at each grid point by use of the continuity equation, 
Iterates azimuth, radius, elevation beginning at 0 , 25m, 25m. 

Fi'̂ . 27. Flow chart showing the computational procedures usea in 
the objective analysis of photogrammetric data. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ERROR SOURCES A2TD UNCERTAINTIES 
IN TOPxNADO PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

4.1 Error Types 

Random, or accidental, errors are the positive or negative er

rors that arise due to measurement inaccuracies. For example, if a 

tag displacement is measured numerous times on a projection screen, 

small differences will appear from one independent measurement to 

the next. Although the "true" value is not ascertainable, the mean 

of these measurements can be assumed to represent the true value, 

and discrepancies will be normally distributed about the mean. The 

characteristics of this normal distribution could be found by repeat

ing the tracking of each tag a large number of times, each one inde

pendent of previous measurements. When dealing with hundreds of 

tags, this approach becomes totally impractical. The most pragmatic 

approach is to make a reasonable estimate of the size of the uncer

tainties in the tracking procedure. These random errors are not 

controllable; on the other hand, the typically large systematic 

errors may be reduced to smaller than the size of the random errors. 

Systematic errors are those that affect the results in a pre

dictable way. There are many sources of this type of error in tor

nado photogrammetry including distortion, scaling errors, errors 

arising from invalid assumptions or computational techniques, and 

camera framing rate errors. These are discussed in the next section 

4.2 Sources of Error in Photogrammetry 

4.2.1 Assessing error magnitudes 

This section addresses the problem, of errors in several ways. 

The techniques of previous investigations will be reviewed and eval

uated. Where intolerable uncertainties are found, techniques of re-
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ducing these shortcomings will be presented. 

Statistical methods cannot provide a reasonable way of deter

mining the size of errors and uncertainties in velocity estimates. 

Even if tag displacements could be measured a large number of times 

in a truly independent fashion, other parameters such as distance to 

the tomado, orbiting radius, scale factor, horizon line tilt, etc., 

cannot be measured in this way. Standard, two-sigma, or other meas

ures of errors cannot be quantified except by guessing, and so this 

casts much doubt on the reliability of statistical error analysis 

approaches. 

Most authors of photogrammetric studies have reported their 

results with great precision. Blechman (1975) gives his velocities 

to the nearest 0.1 mi/hr, with the typical precision in other studies 

being ±0.5 mi/hr or 0.5 m/sec. Most studies do not attach uncertain

ties to the velocity estimates; one exception is an analysis by 

Zipser (1976) of the Salina, Kansas, tomado wherein it is claimed 

that the largest possible error is 15%, but little evidence is given 

to justify this estimate. This chapter will show that substantial 

uncertainties are present in the velocity estimates in all previous 

research. 

Forbes (1978) used statistical techniques to estimate the prob

able errors in his velocity estimates, and these ranged from 2.0 to 

6.2 m/sec. In arriving at these figures many subjective estimates 

were made, but Forbes did attempt, through repeated independent 

trackings, to ascertain the size of random screen measurement errors. 

In order to understand the effects and magnitudes of various 

error sources in this investigation, a sensitivity analysis technique 

is used. A sample data set was constructed and velocity components 

computed. Then various assumptions and error sources were inputted 

to provide velocity estimates under certain error conditions; these 

results were then compared to those from the "control" set. 

The control data set used herein is a set of identical tag dis

placements with Ax and Ay being 10 mm. The scale factor was inputted 
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as .0001989 radians/mm (this converts the linear screen measurements 

to angular measurements), the distance to the center of the visible 

tomado was 4000 m, and the tomado radius was chosen to be 200 m. 

Also, the tomado was assumed to be about 1.5 degrees to the right 

of the image center, and the slope of the horizon line was assumed 

to be 2.6 degrees. All of these input conditions are similar to what 

could be expected under real filming conditions. The tag displace

ments are not realistic in that they are uniform across the image, 

but they are reasonable in that they represent horizontal velocity 

components of about 10 to 50 m/sec, and vertical components of about 

15 m/sec. These displacements were chosen to be uniform so that com

parisons to "test" data sets, found in the following sections, would 

be clear and complete. 

The actual uncertainties in any photogrammetric study are caused 

by errors arising in a large number of separate steps. It is im

possible to fully simulate the techniques used in past investigations, 

but the contributions to uncertainties arising from each step can be 

more fully understood using the sensitivity analysis. 

4.2.2 Survey errors 

Survey errors are a broad class of errors, all related to the 

field survey which must be performed prior to photogrammetry, and 

the use of the data from that survey. One of these errors is random: 

mistakes in reading scales on surveying equipment. The rest are 

systematic errors, including errors in scale factor and distance to 

the tomado. 

One variable found in most of the equations of Chapter III is 

d , the distance from the camera to the center of the visible toma-
a 
do. It is important to distinguish the difference between the center 

of the damage swath and the center of the visible tomado, because 

the photographic evidence contains only visible tags and may not 

document surface damage being done away from the visible portion of 

the tornado. 
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le coin-In most studies, the center of the damage is taken to bi 

cident with the center of the visible tomado, and, if discemible, 

swirling pattems may (or may not) locate the circulation center more 

exactly. The difficulties in establishing the location of the visi

ble tomado have not been examined adequately by other researchers. 

Most do not comment on errors in distance as a potential error source 

(£._̂ . , Forbes (1978) simply states "the distance and direction from 

the movie location to the tomado center was known accurately"). 

In many cases it is likely that the tomado damage swath is the 

only evidence available for determining the distance to the visible 

tomado. If the camera-to-tomado distance is determined using the 

center of the swath, an uncertainty is present in this measurement 

which will contribute to uncertainties in the velocity estimates. 

The following details cast serious doubt on the assumption that a 

damage swath can be used to accurately determine the location of the 

center of the visible tomado: 

1) Evidence from a detailed damage survey after the 28 May 

1980 Nazareth tomado shows a damage swath that is 

approximately twice as wide as the visible tomado, 

with the tomado not always centered in this path 

(see Figure 15). The location of the visible tor

nado was established using simultaneous still photos 

from another angle and the technique of graphical 

intersection. 

2) Researchers (Forbes, 1978; Blechman, 1975; and Golden 

and Purcell, 1977) have documented pronounced asym

metries in tornadoes. Chapter V also documents such 

asymmetries. In addition, Metcalf (1978) has shown, 

using a numerical simulation, that a damage swath 

can be completely to one side of the tomado center. 

3) Evidence from a damage survey of the 10 April 1979 

Seymour, Texas, tomado (Bluestein, 1979) showed 

damage caused by winds of almost exclusively one 
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direction. It is difficult to ascertain where the 

visible tomado was with respect to this damage path. 

In addition to the uncertainties involved using the damage swath 

as an indication of the visible tomado center, certain measurement 

techniques may affect the uncertainty in d . If an automobile odom

eter is used in the measurement of d , and it is correctly calibrated 
a •' 

and read carefully, an uncertainty of ±0.01 mile (15 m) is likely 

(this method was cited by Forbes in the pre-photogrammetry survey of 

the Parker tomado). It is conceivable however that errors as large 

as 10% could occur using this measurement technique with a poorly 

calibrated odometer. 

Typically, a 1:24000 scale topographic map is used to determine 

camera-to-tomado distances. This is a reasonably accurate techni

que if the camera location is measured in the field with respect to 

a landm.ark on the map, and the tomado path plotted carefully. Un

certainty in measuring on a map of this scale is as low as ±5 m, 

which is much smaller than uncertainties concerning the location of 

the visible tomado. 

One technique, used in this study, to locate the center of the 

visible tomado involves the use of simultaneous still or motion 

pictures from other angles. In this case, absolute azimuth at each 

camera site must be known, or the relative azimuth of a landmark 

visible from both sites must be determined. Then the technique of 

graphical or analytical intersection can be used to determine the 

position in space of any tomado feature visible from both sites. 

Uncertainty in d can be reduced to about ±10 m with the careful 
a 

application of this technique. Fujita (1960) used this technique to 

do still camera photogrammetry of the Fargo, North Dakota, tornadoes. 

Another key element in all photogrammetric studies is the scal

ing of the image to determine what distance at the tomado is repre

sented by a given distance on the image. Any photographic record 

could be used to make photogrammetric measurements of a tomado, in

cluding slides, prints, or movies. In each case, one must know the 
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scale ratio or factor for the particular format. Obviously, the 

largest formats yield the least uncertainties in measurements. For 

example, 1 mm distance on a 16 mm image could represent 500 m at the 

tomado, but when projected, 1 mm on the screen might represent 5 m 

at the tomado. So the same measurement precision on a larger format 

produces much better tomado plane distance estimates. A practical 

upper limit to the format occurs when film grain obscures the phenom

enon being measured. 

Various techniques can be used to scale the image so that the 

variables in the equations may be assigned the proper values. Some 

researchers have used still photos of the movie filming site showing 

the same landmarks that appear in the movie (£.^. , Forbes, 1978; 

Blechman, 1975). The distance between one-degree scaling marks on a 

35 mm slide image produced with a 50 mm lens is 

F tan 1° = (50 mm)(tan 1°) = 0.8728 mm . (35) 

Only very precise measuring equipment could be used to scale a film 

image accurately with this technique. 

This method can be extended to scale prints or movie images, 

involving further inherent inaccuracies. Some researchers establish 

azimuthal scaling through knowledge of the image size and the focal 

length of the lens. For example, a 35 mm camera could be used with 

a 50 mm lens to produce photos of the tomado area for scaling pur

poses, and 8 X 10 inch enlargements could be made of the 35 mm 

images. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 28. 

The reason this technique produces inaccurate results is that 

a 35 mm slide has an image width substantially greater than 35 mm 

(this is the nominal width), and commercially produced enlargements 

are typically "cropped" so that the entire image is not printed. 

This technique will only produce reasonably accurate results if the 

true image width and the true focal length are known with low uncer

tainties, and the entire image is printed. This method was used in 
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r=» .%m mm 

r ^ 0.25 in 

lOin print 

Fig . 28. Simple image scaling technique 
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an experiment by the author using an enlargement ( 5 x 7 in) of a 

35 mm slide taken with a constant focal length camera of a tomado. 

The image scaling was compared to another highly accurate scaling 

technique and found to be in error by 11%. No author of a tomado 

photogrammetry study has addressed this problem or acknowledged it 

as a significant error source. 

From scaled still photos, the movie image can be scaled. The 

concept of projectivity provides that the angular distance between 

two landmarks in the correctly scaled still photo is the same as in 

the movie image. It must be noted that most movie projectors do not 

project the entire image; about 10% is cropped in both dimensions. 

The only advantage of this scaling technique is that it does not re

quire an on-site survey using a transit. In view of the large error 

problems, this scaling method is not adequate for a careful photo

grammetric study. 

The simplest scaling method that utilizes on-site measurements 

of azimuth requires that the azimuths of any two landmarks that 

appear in the movie be measured. The measured angular separation 

between these two corresponds to their angular separation on the 

movie screen, and the rest of the image can be scaled from this in

formation. This is similar to the technique used by Zipser (1976). 

If only two landmarks are measured, no check can be made to guard 

against mistaken readings (gross error) or large random measurement 

errors. The technique used in the photogramm.etric study of the Union 

City, Oklahoma, tomado by Golden and Purcell (1976) is similar to 

this method, but the authors do not state how many landmarks were 

used for scaling each image. Increasing the number of landmarks 

makes this technique similar to the regression method outlined in 

the next section. 

Although the following method does not appear in the photogram

metry literature, it is feasible, has been tested and used in this 

investigation, and provides estimates of uncertainties in scaling. 

A least-squares method is used to scale the image. Tvo sets of 
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measurements are needed. As many landmarks, preferably distant, as 

can be seen in the movie image are measured with a transit at the 

camera site and assigned azimuths. These need not be absolute azi

muths; the angular separation between landmarks is the quantity 

needed. The separation of these same landmarks on the photogrammetry 

projection screen is then measured along the horizon line. If the 

transit was leveled properly, there should be an exact relationship 

between the sets of measurements. 

Let the set of azimuths be represented by y and the screen dis

tance by X. Two regression lines are found; the first assumes that 

the measurements of azimuth are error-free but the screen measure

ments contain errors, and then the assumption is reversed. 

Letting x be the mean from the set of screen measurements, y 

the mean from the set of field azimuth measurements, a and a the 
X Y 

standard deviations from both sets, the equation for the regression 

line assuming the set x is accurate is 

^^-^^-^ = R ^^^^ . (36) 
a a 

And assuming the set y is error-free. 

2L-Z-Ji = R l-Jl-L . (37) 
a a 
X Y 

The correlation coefficient R is the same in both lines, and can be 

thought of as the degree of coincidence of the two regression lines 

n _ _ 
23 (x. - x)(Y^ - Y) 

R = ^ (38) 

E (X. - x)2^(Y -7)2 
i=l ^ i=l 
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Finally, S, the scale factor (typically degrees/mm.) is 

n 
J2 (x. - X)(Y. - Y) 
• ^ ^ JL 

S = — (39) 
n 

E (X - X) 
i=l 

The regression line that determines the scaling of the movie is 

the bisector of the acute angle between the regression lines listed 

for the two assumptions above. One advantage of this method over 

the two previous methods is that standard errors may be found (in 

practice these are typically around 2%), giving an indication of how 

seriously the estimated velocities may be in error due to scaling 

errors. Some other advantages include: 

1) Field distance measurements between landmarks are not 

necessary. 

2) Gross measurement errors, or those containing significant 

random errors, can be discarded if the data are plotted. 

3) Scaling is done using data measured on the projection 

screen, reducing the possibility of serious errors arising 

when measurements are made on film images or prints. 

4) Absolutely no knowledge of the camera focal length or 

image size is required. 

Once the scale factor for the movie has been established, it 

applies to vertical as well as horizontal measurements. The critical 

element in vertical measurements in all tomado photogrammetry methods 

is determining the horizon line — the line in the image that is at 

the same elevation as the camera. 

In many cases, the visible horizon is a crude approximation of 

the horizon line, especially over very flat terrain. But if the 

terrain is sloping in any direction, or if the horizon is largely ob

scured by trees, buildings, or intervening terrain, then this approx

imation is invalid. 
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The horizon line is best established in a field survey using a 

transit. Once again, very simple techniques could be used, such as 

measuring the elevation angles of only two landmarks, but these 

measurements are subject to gross or large random errors. A more 

error-free approach would be to use a least-squares fitting method 

and the measurements of numerous landmark elevations. The previous

ly determined scale factor is used to give a vertical screen coor

dinate of the suspected zero-elevation angle position on each land

mark, and a regression line fitting these positions could be deter

mined. This line would be the horizon line. 

Previous researchers have not been specific about techniques of 

determining the horizon line (except Zipser (1976) who used simple 

survey techniques). Forbes (1978) refers all measurements to the 

visible horizon, which is generally not a horizon line. 

Sensitivity analysis provides information concerning the effects 

of errors in distance to the tomado, image scaling, and horizon 

line tilt. Errors in the distance to the tomado and in scaling pro

duce similar results in the sensitivity analysis. The resulting 

fractional error in tangential components is about the same size as 

the fractional error in either of these quantities. Therefore, a 

10% error in d or scale factor would produce an error of about 10% 
a 

in the tangential velocity estimates. The same is true for the 

effect on vertical velocity: a 10% overestimate of d would lead to 

a 10% underestimate of the vertical velocities. Typically, however, 

uncertainties in d are only about 5% and can be reduced even further 
a 

with use of photographs from different angles. As shown, other 

studies have conceivably had greater than 10% error in the scale 

factor, leading to the same size uncertainties in the velocity estim

ates, but this uncertainty could easily be reduced to around 1 - 2 % 

with least-squares techniques. 

The fictitious tomado used as a "control" data set had a slope 

of the horizon line of 2.6 degrees, sloping up to the right. It was 

found that errors in the measurement of the slope of the horizon 
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line had little effect on the velocity estimates. Input errors of 

up to 10% (0.26 degrees) caused errors in tangential and vertical 

components of less than 1%. From this it can be concluded that for 

the typical case of small camera tilt (about the principal axis), 

small errors in estimating horizon line slope in the image are unim

portant. 

However, it cannot be assumed that the horizon line is parallel 

to the principal horizontal line. If horizon line tilt was assumed 

to be zero, errors in the velocities were in the 4 to 6% range. 

These errors will grow rapidly as actual horizon line tilt increases. 

The implication is that any estimate of tilt is better than assuming 

no tilt, and that estimates must be made more carefully as horizon 

line slope increases. Errors from this source are generally smaller 

contributors to the overall uncertainty than comparable fractional 

errors in scale factor or d . 
a 

4.2.3 Errors associated with the optical system 

Optical distortions arise due to the design and construction of 

the camera and projector optics, and can be measured and corrected 

for in a systematic way. Forbes (1978) used a correction grid for 

the optical distortion of his special projection system, but appar

ently he is the only researcher to do so. 

High quality optical equipment is designed to be mostly distor

tion-free. For example, the camera used in most tomado intercept 

activity, a 16 mm Canon Scoopic, has distortion ratings of about 

1.5% or less depending on the zoom setting. 

Some optical distortions include aberrations, radial, and pin

cushion distortion. Radial distortion produces a circularly symmet

ric error around the principal point in the image, which is the 

^These figures were provided to Dr. Robert Davies-Jones of the 
National Severe Storms Lab by the Canon Corporation, and were passed 
on to the author in personal communication. 
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image center in a correctly adjusted camera. Pincushion or barrel 

distortion is another result of optical design and is generally min

imal. If it were present, a cartesian grid would be distorted some

what to a pincushion or barrel shape in the image. Chromatic or 

spherical aberrations do not affect photogrammetric measurements, 

but only impair image clarity and quality. 

No photogrammetric study has assessed the combined optical dis

tortion effects of the camera-projector system. One feasible test, 

used in this investigation, is to use the original camera with which 

the tomado footage was made (if available) and photograph a care

fully designed cartesian grid. The image can then be projected 

using the photogrammetric equipment and measured to determine opti

cal distortion effects. 

Another error source in the optical system is the camera fram

ing rate. The displacements computed in the tomado plane are di

vided by the duration of the projected segment to determine velo

cities. Therefore any error in framing rate becomes an error in the 

velocities. Nominal framing rates are not necessarily the same as 

those at which the camera was operating in shooting the movie. One 

test of framing rate is simply to film a clock and then compare the 

frame count to the elapsed time in the developed movie. Tests of 

this sort have never been reported in previous studies, leading to 

possible uncertainties in the velocity estimates. 

No sensitivity analyses were attempted to ascertain the effects 

of errors arising from the optical system. It is clear that distor

tions produce varying effects across the image, and that a fractional 

error in the framing rate would produce the same size fractional 

error in the velocities. 

4.2.4 Errors due to assumptions 

In Chapter III, equations are derived for components of motion 

in a plane called the "tomado plane." If the tomado is not in the 

center of the image, the tomado plane is not coincident with the 
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object plane; they are separated by a. Previous studies have de

rived equations for components of motion in the object plane. To 

test the difference between these techniques, a was assumed to be 

zero; i_.e_. , the tomado plane and object plane are coplanar. It was 

found that if the tomado is within several degrees of the image cen

ter, there is very little difference in velocity estimates. 

Errors in elevation angle may arise in two ways. One is simply 

to assume that 3-0, or to ignore the elevation of the tag in comput

ing velocities. The other source of error is to measure 3 incorrect

ly. If the position of the horizon line is determined incorrectly, 

or the angle is not measured orthogonally to the horizon line, an 

error will result. 

These sources of error were evaluated separately using sensitiv

ity analysis. In the first case, where 3=0, only small errors in 

the velocity components were found in the lower portion of the tor

nado. But in upper regions, where 3 is normally more than about 3 

degrees, errors became significant; at about 3.5 degrees elevation 

angle, errors in the tangential component reached 1% and grew rapidly 

above that elevation. The assumption led to worse consequences in 

the vertical component. Only along the vertical axis of the tomado 

did the errors remain small in the lower elevation angles. By 3.5 

degrees the errors had exceeded 7% near the sides of the tomado, 

and grew rapidly with height. 

When the errors were due to a misplaced horizon line, they were 

much smaller. This is equivalent to a measurement error in 3. For 

both 0.5 and 1.0 degree errors in 3, errors in velocity estimates 

were very small; both components of motion showed errors of less than 

1%. This result is very similar to that discussed earlier for hori

zon line tilt (the errors are, in fact, related). As in the case of 

horizon line errors, any estimate of 3 is better than assuming zero 

elevation angle, but errors of less than 2 degrees at sm.all elevation 

angles do not cause serious effects in the velocity corputation. 

In some parts of the tomado image, B-errors can cause more ser-
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ious problems than some of the error sources discussed in previous 

sections. 

Another source of uncertainty in velocity estimate is the error 

in the assumed orbiting radius of a tag. In Chapter III it was noted 

that a good estimate of tag radius of curvature could lead to sub

stantially better velocity estimates in space than the tomado plane 

estimates, but great care must be taken to make valid radius assump

tions. 

In many tornadoes, the tags being tracked appear to form a sol

id funnel cloud or debris cloud, and if smooth, the orbiting radius 

of the tags is readily estimated as half the width of the cloud. 

This estimate is most valid in cases where the cloud is extremely 

smooth. In many situations, however, the tornado remains semi-

transparent, with tags visible in the interior or on the far side. 

Also, many times orbiting tags are part or fragments of the wall 

cloud, and may be at a much greater radius than tomado tags. 

In the latter situations it has been found that a technique men

tioned previously is very helpful in making radius estimates. If 

photographs of the tomado are available from other angles, location 

and elevation of various wall cloud and tomado features may be iden

tified. Then the spatial orientation of the tags in the movie can 

be better interpreted. Estimating orbiting radii is a very subjec

tive process, and relies to a large extent on the photogrammetrist's 

interpretation of the tornado image. 

One conceivable method of testing the validity of a radius es

timate would be to measure tag velocities in two consecutive movie 

segments. The acceleration of each tag from one segment to the next 

could be constrained to be within certain "realistic" bounds (or to 

be zero) by adjusting the radius estimates. This method, which would 

be very time consuming unless image digitizers were used, has not 

been tested. 

Sensitivity analysis shows that errors in assum.ed orbiting rad

ius have virtually no effect on the vertical component of velocity. 
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A 25% overestimate of the orbiting radius was inputted to test the 

effects on the tangential component. In the central two-thirds of 

the tomado image, errors were less than 10% and in general around 

3%, but in the outer sections, errors tended toward infinity. In 

practice, very poor estimates of tag radii in this critical region 

of the image are recognized and adjusted because the velocities 

appear anomalously high. 

It is an important result that, over much of the tomado image, 

fractional tangential velocity errors are much smaller than the 

fractional errors in assumed orbiting radius. Of even greater im

portance is the fact that vertical components are unaffected by poor 

radius estimates, and since the vertical components are used in the 

continuity equation to find the radial components, these are also 

not greatly affected. But these results do not negate the fact that 

the tangential velocities, especially near the sides of the tomado 

in the image, contain fairly large uncertainties due to this source. 

All of the errors discussed in previous sections are systematic 

errors and can be minimized using the methods discussed. One more 

error source exists which cannot be controlled. This is the random 

error in on-screen measurements of tag positions and displacements. 

One major problem leading to these errors is the lack of stability 

(or bounciness) in the movie. Films made by amateur photographers 

frequently suffer from serious unsteadiness and vibration of the 

image. Even movies shot by storm intercept teams show some of this 

instability, often due to gusts of wind blowing against the camera 

and tripod. Fujita has pioneered a method of rephotographing indi

vidual frames of a movie so that ground reference remains fixed and 

the movie is stabilized (Forbes, 1978). It is also feasible to mark 

landmarks on the screen and subtract their motion from tag motion, 

and produce a stable movie in this manner. Failure to stabilize 

the image could easily lead to measurement errors (systematic) of 

50 to 100% for very small displacem.ents of the tag, and 1 to 10% for 

very large displacements. 
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Another source of error (random) is the estimate of the posi

tion of the center of the tag at the beginning and end of the movie 

segment. Most tags, such as patches of dust, condensation, or mix

tures of both, are somewhat indistinct. Often the center of a dark 

parcel of dust or cloud is used as a tag, and motion is difficult to 

perceive with any clarity. For tags such as these, an uncertainty 

in position of ±1 mm (±2 mm in displacement) is very reasonable, if 

not conservative. Occasionally a tag is of a more distinct nature, 

and uncertainties may be as low as ±0.5 mm. (These uncertainties 

refer to screen measurements of an image projected with about 55x 

magnification.) 

In some movies there is an abundance of debris, and different 

tags may have vastly different aerodynamic characteristics. So in 

addition to measurement errors, whether the tag truly represents the 

airflow may be a legitimate question. 

Random screen measurement errors have about the same magnitude 

regardless of tag displacements. Therefore, for very small displace

ments, screen measurement errors can lead to enormous fractional 

errors in velocities, but for the larger screen m.easurements and 

velocities, the fractional errors are much smaller. 

Sensitivity analysis was also used to determine the effects of 

screen measurement errors. The displacements Ax and Ay were increas

ed from 10 to 11 mm representing a 10% screen measurement error. In 

both tangential and vertical velocities the resulting errors were 

about 10%. This leads to the conclusion that if the uncertainties 

in screen measurements can be estimated, the effect on the velocity 

estimates will be known. 

4.3 Criteria for Improving Accuracy 

All of the error sources discussed in the last section cause 

uncertainties in velocity estimates. In general, these errors are 

probably not additive. It is not possible to quantify the uncertain

ties in velocities arising from a given photogrammetric method. The 
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uncertainties vary from one part of the image to another, and depend 

on a number of factors which are hard to quantify. 

A method is desired which will limit uncertainties to a certain 

"acceptable" level. For the sake of finding such a method, it will 

be assumed that the random screen measurement errors should be the 

largest contributor to velocity uncertainties, and that all other 

sources should be constrained, if possible, to contribute individ

ually less error than the screen measurements. This is a reasonable 

approach in that the screen measurement errors are not controllable, 

while the others can be reduced. 

For small displacements this random error may be 100% or greater, 

but for these small velocities an uncertainty of less than a few 

m/sec is implied. A more typical tag would have a velocity of around 

50 m/sec, and a ±2 mm measurement uncertainty is about a ±3% velocity 

uncertainty. So an acceptable level of uncertainty in velocity es

timates will be set at ±5%, meaning that this magnitude of uncertain

ty cannot be removed (due to the random error source), and all other 

error sources will be constrained to contribute less than 5% to the 

velocity uncertainties. 

Errors in a, 3, 0, and (i>, the position angles and horizon line 

slope, are very minor contributors to velocity uncertainties, even 

with crude techniques, and will be neglected. It is doubtful that 

errors from the other sources could ever be reduced to the point that 

they were less than the position angle errors. 

One of three remaining error sources is the camera-to-tomado 

distance. It is desired that errors in this source be less than 5%. 

This is not a difficult objective to achieve. A tomado 4 km from 

the camera means that uncertainties in the position of the visible 

tomado must be less than ±200 m. Even with the method of using the 

damage swath as an indicator of the path of the center of the visible 

tomado, uncertainties should be less than 5%. If simultaneous photos 

are available, this uncertainty could be reduced to 1 to 2%. 

A second source of error which behaves very much like errors in 
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d^ is error in scaling. With traditional scaling techniques (image 

measurement and similar triangles, or two-landmark surveys) it is 

unlikely that movies can be scaled with uncertainties of less than 

5%. In zoom sequences the image may be about four degrees wide, 

necessitating extremely careful image measurements, or two-landmark 

surveys with accuracies of better than ±6 minutes of arc. However, 

using the least-squares technique, and measuring the azimuths of a 

number of landmarks to ±10 minutes of arc, sigma-errors are typically 

about 2%, which easily exceeds the 5% criterion set by the unavoid

able screen measurement errors. 

The final source of error that one must attempt to constrain is 

the error in assumed radius. This error contributes negligibly to 

uncertainties in the vertical component of velocity, and over much 

of the image the contribution to uncertainty in tangential velocity 

is small. The effects become unmanageable toward the sides of the 

tornado image, and one cannot remedy this situation: uncertainties 

in these regions are very large, and manipulating the assumed radius 

may make the velocities appear reasonable but will not reduce uncer

tainties. Fortunately, the assumed radius may have an uncertainty 

of 10 to 15% over much of the image before the 5% velocity uncer

tainty criterion is exceeded. Analysis of simultaneous photographs 

can greatly aid in keeping radius uncertainties low. 

If the preceding criteria are met, and the on-screen tag dis

placement uncertainty is really near or greater than 5%, then it can 

be seen that it is the largest contributor to velocity uncertainties. 

In this case the velocity uncertainties are thus around 5% or less. 

In reality, most "controllable" error sources could be con

strained to contribute around 3% or less to the velocity uncertain

ties. If the screen measurements could be improved to this level, 

velocity uncertainties would become correspondingly less. In Chap

ter V, where results of this photogrammetric study are presented, 

the techniques used and their contributions to velocity uncertainty 

are discussed. In this way a realistic estimate of velocity uncer-
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tainty can also be given. 



CHAPTER V 

TORNADO FLOW STRUCTURE IN 
THE NAZARETH AND LAKEVIEW VORTICES 

5.1 Introduction 

The Tulia Outbreak storm produced three circulations before sun

set that were filmed by the Texas Tech storm intercept team using 

super-8 and 16 mm cameras. The movies were of high enough quality 

to be used for photogrammetric analyses, and this chapter will re

port the results of these analyses. 

The first circulation was north of Lazbuddie, Texas, and was 

not tomadic. Strong rotation in a wall cloud on the storm's right 

rear flank was observed and filmed at close range. Next, the Naza

reth tomado was filmed at a range of about 7 km. This tomado was 

fairly opaque and at such a range the results presented herein are 

of limited detail. Finally, the Lakeview tomado was filmed at dis

tances of from 3-6 km. The tomado was semi-transparent and the 

movie images of such quality that a very detailed photogrammetric 

analysis could be performed. 

Discussions of the Nazareth and Lakeview circulations are pre

sented separately along with details such as camera framing rates, 

focal lengths, vortex size, shape, location, and translation, velo

city uncertainties, etc. The photogrammetric technique used to ob

tain the results reported in this chapter is essentially the same as 

that presented in Chapter III. 

The photogrammetric measurements were made by projecting a work 

print of the original 16 mm movies. The movies were shot using a 

Canon "Scoopic" camera and Kodak Ektachrome film. The nominal fram

ing speed was 16 frames per second, and subsequent tests of the cam

era used in shooting the movies revealed no measureable error in 

framing rate. 

An enlargement of about 55 times was obtained with no T.easure-

73 
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able distortion using a variable speed stop-action projector.^ Typi

cally, eight frames of the movie (0.5 sec) were chosen for photogram

metry based on clarity, stability, and the number of trackable tags. 

These segments were also chosen to document pronounced changes in 

tomado flow. The projector was operated by remote control from a 

position just in front of the screen to facilitate tracking. Tags 

were tracked by marking the positions of the initial and final points 

of the tag displacement vectors on tracing paper stretched tightly 

or cemented to a smooth white surface. Also marked were the appar

ent center of the visible tomado at the ground, the horizon line, 

the principal vertical line, and all stationary landmarks. After 

tracking tags the tracing was removed and placed on a grid where 

coordinates of all points were measured and recorded. These data 

were then recorded on computer magnetic disk. 

The orientation of the projector was fixed so that the princi

pal axis was orthogonal to the screen minimizing image distortion. 

A separate regression analysis was performed (refer to Chapter IV, 

p. 53) to scale the movie image from each movie segm.ent chosen. 

Therefore it was not necessary to have any information about the 

focal length of the camera. The terrain was sufficiently flat and 

devoid of trees or structures that the horizon line coincided with 

the visible horizon. Distance between the camera and the tomado 

center was measured on a 1:24000 scale topographic map after locating 

these positions carefully with respect to landmarks on the map. 

Tag orbiting radii were determined subjectively. The three-

dimensional structures of the wall clouds and tornadoes were estab

lished photogrammetrically using still photos contributed by other 

photographers and super-8 and 16 mm movie images (Figure 29). For 

tags in the interior of the tomado, only relative brightness, rela

tive motion, and other subjective indicators could be used to find 

orbiting radii. However, as discussed in Chapter IV (p. 67), velo-

The projector used was a Model 224A MKV Photo Optical Data 
Analyzer manufactured by L and W. 
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city estimates are not very sensitive to uncertainties in orbiting 

radius. 

5.2 Types of Analyses 

Several different types of analyses are used to display photo

grammetric results in this chapter. Some data are presented on 

radius-height diagrams. The distribution of tags is shovm on r-z 

plots along with the velocity of each tag with respect to the ground. 

For these plots V^ was computed as (v ̂  + w ^)'^. Throughout most of 

the tomado V^ is only slightly less than the three-dimensional velo

city with respect to the ground: the radial component cannot be 

determined for individual tags and so does not contribute to V . In 

the lowest 50 m u , the radial tag component, can be large implying 

that V is often substantially larger than the values plotted in this 

region. 

Azimuthally averaged velocity components with respect to the 

moving tomado are also displayed on r-z plots. Azimuthal averages 

at a given height and radius were found by taking the straight aver

ages of all grid points (out of eight possible) where velocities 

were objectively computed (as described in Chapter III, p. 30). 
2 

Values plotted in parentheses and areas contoured in broken lines 

are representative of sparse tag density or tags not being well dis

tributed around the tomado. Therefore data in these regions may not 

be representative of conditions on all sides of the tornado and/or 

may be based on too little data to be reliable. In some cases values 

plotted in parentheses did not fit into the analyses very well and 

were ignored in the contouring process. 

The first criterion for placing data in parentheses is that two 
or more (out of eight) radials at a given height and radius must have 
velocity estimates based on more than two tags each. This assures 
that the azimuthal average is fairly representative of conditions 
around the tomado. The other criterion is that a SUIT of six or more 
tags must have been involved in establishing the grid point velocity 
estimates where velocities were computable. 



Radial velocity azimuthal averages were computed differently 

from tangential and vertical averages. The analyzed azimuthal aver

age vertical velocity distribution was used to determine the radial 

velocities using a mass-balance approach and assuming constant den

sity with no mass flow through the axis or the ground. 

The secondary circulation (radial and vertical motions) of the 

tomado is also displayed on an r-z plot showing streamlines and 

isotachs. The streamlines were formed by first plotting the vectors 

at each grid point which represent the radial and vertical components 

of velocity. These were then vectorially added and the streamlines 

were drawn to be everywhere parallel to the field of vectors. This 

is similar to the technique for constructing streamlines described 

by Petterssen (1956). 
3 

Constant height analyses are used to show the velocity distri

bution in two of the well-filled data sets and the composite tomado. 

Grid point values that were computed from less than three tags in 

the objective analysis are plotted in parentheses and contoured in 

broken lines, indicating sparse data. The radial velocity analyses 

are based on grid point by grid point computation of this component 

using mass balances in constant volume grid elements. 

Slightly different formats are used and described in the dis

cussion of the "composite" tomado. The composite tornado data set 

was formed by finding time-averaged velocity components at each grid 

point; about 300 grid points were evaluated with velocities inter

polated from about 800 tags. Data from each of the eleven Lakeview 

data sets were used, so the composite tomado is a data set repre

senting average conditions existing for about five minutes during the 

life cycle of the Lakeview tomado. 

The constant-height analyses are for levels at a specified dis
tance above the horizontal plane containing the camera. Table 1 shows 
that the center of the visible tomado was often below this plane, 
so the constant height analyses are for surfaces at greater distances 
above ground level (AGL) than above the camera plane. In computing 
mass balances to determine radial velocity, the actual height (AGL) 
was used rather than the nominal objective analysis height. 
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The different formats chosen to display the data illustrate var

ious features of the tomado flow and should be interpreted carefully. 

For example, azimuthal averaging is used throughout this chapter. In 

one respect these averages illustrate which overall features show 

some degree of axial symmetry. However, the results presented herein 

show that the tomado is often highly asymmetric. In modeling the 

tomado flow one could begin with the azimuthally averaged flow, 

introduce a systematic azimuthal variation (such as the jet discussed 

on page 138), and then introduce a measure of turbulent variation in 

the azimuthal flow. The flow structure shown in the azimuthal aver

ages is only representative of the actual tornado flow structure to 

the degree that the tomado was axially symmetric and in a state of 

smooth flow. 

The photogrammetric results presented in this chapter are limit

ed in other respects. The distance scale of tag displacements re

solvable in the movie image is from a few meters to tens of meters 

over a typical time scale of one second. The turbulent scale of 

the flow as not resolvable, and it is almost certain that in parts 

of the tomado windspeeds were higher on length and time scales 

shorter than those resolved. Evolution of the flow was resolvable 

through the use of movie segments over a several minute period, and 

quasi-steady features were determined by compositing many data sets. 

Therefore, the results presented should be interpreted carefully. 

Usually, spatial averaging has been employed which masks asymmietric 

features, and in some cases time averaging is employed which masks 

unsteady features. 

5.3 The Lakeview Vortex 

The Lakeview tornado was first filmed as an incipient wall cloud 

as it formed a few kilometers east-southeast of the ongoing Nazareth 

tomado. After filming the wall cloud the storm intercept team drove 

between the weakening Nazareth tomado and the rapidly strengthening 

Lakeview wall cloud. 
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The storm intercept team paralleled the path of this wall cloud 

and passed about 1.5 km to its north (refer to Figure 16). Dust was 

first observed below the wall cloud about 7 km east-southeast of 

Nazareth and exhibited strong radial motion (inflow) but little swirl 

(Figure 17 shows 35 mm photos of this stage). The rotation was near-

ing the ground and strong inflow continued as the wall cloud was 

filmed from a site about 3 km south of Lakeview. Analysis of this 

movie provided two data sets at about the tim.e of tomado touchdown. 

The filming site was quickly abandoned due to extreme winds and dan

ger to the storm intercept team. 

The team retreated about 1 km to the south and resumed filming. 

This movie was used to produce eleven photogrammetric data sets span

ning five minutes of the life cycle and 1.4 km of the path of the 

tomado, beginning just before it inflicted heavy damage to the Lake-

view cotton gin, gin office, grain elevator, and a power substation. 

As the wall cloud approached Lakeview it appeared to be a hollow 

cylinder of cloud with a radius of over 1000 m, and the interior was 

cloud-free for a depth of at least several hundred meters. The wall 

clouds of the first and second Tulia tornadoes had similar appear

ances . 

The Lakeview tornado was typically seen as an inhomogeneous 

dust cloud occasionally containing patches of condensation. For a 

short time definite subvortices were present; later their existence 

was suspected at various times due to the appearance of vertically 

oriented structures in the dust cloud. 

Figure 30 shows the path of the assumed position of the center 

of the visible tomado and the location of the tomado at each movie 

segment. Other details pertaining to the photogrammetry are given 

with a brief discussion of each movie segment in Section 5.3.3. 

In order to determine windspeeds relative to the tomado, the 

translation speed was subtracted from the ground-relative estimates 

(the tags on the screen were tracked in a coordinate system fixed 

relative to the ground providing velocities relative to the ground). 
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Instantaneous translation speed proved to be difficult to ascertain. 

Forbes (1978) assumed translation of the tomado to be steady over 

a long period of time. The average translation speed of the Lake-

view tomado was about 4 m sec"^. An altemative technique of as

sessing the translation speed is to estimate a translating velocity 

component which, if subtracted from near side ground-relative tan

gential components and added to those on the rear side, would cause 

the tangential velocity distribution to appear to be axisymmetric. 

This method would work very well in the case of an axisymmetric tor

nado, but translation speeds found in this way were consistently 

higher than the average translation speed. 

Finally, the most trackable conservative feature in the movie 

was the leading edge of the dust cloud near the ground. Its position 

was plotted at intervals of about one to five seconds (Figure 31). 

This technique provided very reliable translation speed estimates for 

the visible tomado center because the tomado size was fairly con

stant near the ground. As shown in Figure 31 the vortex translation-

was about 15 m sec ^ just prior to tomado touchdown, and slowed 

rapidly to about 3 m sec ^ just after tomado onset. For a period of 

nearly three minutes, vortex translation was less than 2 m sec •'• , and 

then increased to about 6 m sec -̂  in the latter part of the life cycle. 

In addition to very unsteady translation, oscillations in the 

position of the leading edge of the dust cloud occurred occasionally. 

The position changes were as large as 50 m and had frequencies of 

oscillation of 0.15 to 0.3 sec ^ as the surface dust cloud surged 

ahead and then retreated periodically. One possible explanation for 

this behavior is oscillation in inflow strength. Or, the radius of 

winds strong enough to lift dust in this part of the tomado could 

have fluctuated periodically. It may also be possible that the en-
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4 
tire tomado was following a looping path. 

Although the wind distribution produced by the subtraction of 

vortex translation from the ground-relative winds did not show axi-

symmetry, translation speeds derived from Figure 31 are the best 

possible estimates. 

5.3.1 Lakeview photogrammetric data set 

The photogrammetric data set is composed of fourteen trackings. 

The characteristics of each movie segment are summarized in Table 1. 

The time in minutes and seconds of the first frame of each movie seg

ment commences with the first frame in the tracking of the incipient 

Lakeview wall cloud near Nazareth. The designator ILWC refers to 

"incipient Lakeview wall cloud," LCI and LC2 are from the camera 

site 3 km south of Lakeview, and the remainder of the segments (Ll 

through L13) are from the second filming site (refer to Figure 16, 

p. 23 for these locations). An elapsed time of eighteen minutes 

between segments ILWC and LCI is simply an estimate. Tne duration 

of each segment of film used for tracking is given in the second 

column, and the number of tags tracked in the third column. In the 

last column, the camera elevation is arbitrarily taken to be zero 

meters. Data from segments L9 and Lll were not used in this study 

due to intolerably sparse tag distributions. 

This behavior has been observed in waterspouts by Golden (1974). 
It is possible that looping ground marks observed with many tornadoes 
could be a "deposition line" (Davies-Jones et̂  £l. , 1976) caused by 
confluence of near-ground winds in the vicinity of the tomado center. 
If such a confluence center existed in the Lakeview tomado and was 
looping, ground marks of about 25m radius and about 8 m apart would 
have been produced. The observed ground marks northeast of Lakeview 
were estimated to vary from 50 to 150 m radius and could not be re
lated to any features in the film when the tomado was in that area. 
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Table 1 

Movie Segment Characteristics 

Designator 
Time, 
min:sec 

duration, 
sec 

number 
of tags 

distance 
to toma

do, m 

translation 
speed, 
m/sec 

elevation 
of tomado 
center, m 

ILWC 
LCI 
LC2 
Ll 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
L6 
L7 
LS 
LIO 
L12 
L13 

00:00 
18:00 
18:17 
20:17 
20:28 
20:34 
21:08 
21:16 
21:30 
22:13 
22:17 
23:34 
24:51 
25:59 

2.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0,5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 

46 
157 
141 
86 
33 
142 
132 
56 
88 
78 
64 
29 
30 
30 

6510 
3360 
3270 
5401 
5523 
5535 
5681 
5681 
5767 
5838 
5938 
5938 
6069 
6389 

15.0 
15.4 
15.4 
11.9 
11.9 
11.9 
3.2 
3.2 
3.2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
5.9 
5.9 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-2 
-5 
-5 
-10 
-10 
-17 
-17 
-18 
-12 

5.3.2 Uncertainties in the velocity estimates 

Individual tag velocities are not reported extensively in this 

study. The only significant error sources in these estimates are 

random screen measurement errors, orbiting radius estimate errors 

(random), and error in the distance from the camera to the torando 

(systematic). Over the central two-thirds of the tomado image, 

which includes most of the tags tracked, the uncertainty in tag dis

placements was estimated to be 2 mm implying an uncertainty of less 

than 4 m sec"^ in velocities. The orbiting radius errors contribute 

substantially less uncertainty, but both of these random sources in

crease significantly toward the sides of the tomado in the image. 

Tags in these regions were checked for consistency against tags more 

centrally located in the image. The location of the tomado center 

was known to within about ±2%. Based on these estimates, uncertain-

ties for most tag velocities are less than ±3 m sec '. 

Most of the results presented in this chapter involve substan

tial spatial averaging and may involve temporal averaging. In the 
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averaging process, normally distributed random errors will disappear 

as contributors to velocity uncertainties, but the systematic errors 

do not. Therefore the azimuthally averaged resiilts contain uncer

tainties of about ±2% in the well-filled (solid contoured) areas. 

Table 2 

Error Sources in Lakeview Photogramm.etry 

Error Source 

Estimated Maximum 
contribution for 
tag velocity 
uncertainty 

Estim.ated Maximum 
contribution for 
grid velocity 
uncertainty 

Optical distortion 

Distance to tomado 

Scaling error 

Orbiting radius, central 
Orbiting radius, sides 

Screen measurement, central 
Screen measurement, sides 

Combined typical 

<1% 

<2% 

<1% 
<10% 

1 4 ra sec 
10 m sec ̂  

3 m sec ̂  

<1% 

<2% 

<2% 

<1% 
<10% 

~0 
~0 

1.5m sec 

5.3.3 Results from individual movie segments 

The first segment analyzed from the footage of the Lakeview 

vortex was shot from south of Nazareth (Figure 16, p. 23) after the 

Nazareth tomado became surrounded with heavy rain. The Lakeview 

wall cloud developed a few kilometers east-southeast of the Nazareth 

tomado in an area of dark cloud bases probably associated with the 

gust front occlusion (refer to pp. 25-29). The wall cloud extended 

from about 375 m elevation to the ambient cumulonimbus base at 500 m 

elevation, and was about 800 m in diameter. 

Peak tangential velocities were around 8 m sec and averaged 

about 3.1 m sec ^ relative to the moving wall cloud. Vertical motion 

was exclusively upward, ranging from 3 to 20 m sec *. These are r̂ ûch 
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larger vertical velocities than could be explained by thermal buoy

ancy alone, and strong convergence in the subcloud air evidently was 

involved in dynamically forcing this updraft. The vertical compon

ent of relative vorticity, assuming solid body rotation, was only 

about 1x10 ^ sec ^. 

Data set LCI was compiled from a film segment of one second dur

ation shot at the camera site about 3 km south of Lakeview at about 

18:00 (18 min, 00 sec) after segment ILWC. This was followed 17 

seconds later by another one second segment, LC2. The velocity data 

from these segments are very difficult to interpret. There were 

large azimuthal variations in tangential velocity as well as temporal 

variations. 

The wall cloud was extremely large but shrinking at the time of 

these movie segments. At 18:00 it was about 2300 m in diameter, 

shrinking to 1900 m at 18:17. It extended from about 100 m elevation 

up into the ambient cumulonimbus base at about 500 m in both cases. 

As described previously the wall cloud had the appearance of a hollow 

cylinder. 

At 18:00 strong easterly winds and upward motion were evident on 

the north side of the wall cloud, with weak westerly winds and neutral 

vertical motion on the south side. At the filming site 2.2 km south

east of the wall cloud winds were west-southwesterly at 25-30 m sec ̂  

(estimated). Apparently, very large asymmetries were present in the 

flow in the wall cloud area. It is possible that the wall cloud was 

not centered in the meso-y scale circulation but offset to the north 

of the circulation center. Azimuthally averaged tangential flow in 

the wall cloud was 28 m sec ^ implying angular momentum of about 

32000 m^ sec~^ and solid body vorticity of 4xlO~^ sec"^. The verti

cal component of motion was about 20 m sec on the north side of the 

wall cloud. 

The first intense whirl was observed below the wall cloud at 

about 18:00. The apparent orbiting radius of dust tags in this whirl 

was about 120 m which is approximately the same radius as the iT̂.ature 
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tomado seen a few minutes later. Tangential velocities averaged 

55 m sec ^ for four tags on the south side of this whirl implying 

solid-body vorticity of IxlO"'^ sec"^ , an order of magnitude larger 

than that of the wall cloud. It is possible that this whirl was the 

first manifestation of the developing Lakeview tomado. 

At 18:17 the flow in the wall cloud appeared to be much more 

axisymmetric with average tangential velocities of 20 m sec"^. Larg

est vertical velocities were again found in the northem part of the 

wall cloud averaging 10 m sec"-"-. These two data sets are exception

ally well-filled containing a total of 298 tags. Tracking was very 

easy due to the clarity of the imges and nearness of the wall cloud. 

It appears that the extreme unsteadiness found in the velocity dis

tributions could be characteristic of organizing wall clouds and 

tornadoes; verification of this conclusion may result from future 

case studies. 

Results from the first movie segment analyzed from the footage 

shot at the second site south of Lakeview are presented in Figures 

33 through 37. At the time of this segment, 20:17, the tomado had 

reached the ground and become quite strong, located just southeast 

of the highway intersection at Lakeview. The tags in Figure 33 are 

well distributed throughout the r-z area. The vectorially combined 

tangential and vertical velocities relative to the ground show strong 

winds in a small region near the ground and 100 m radius. This re

sult is typical of many of the following data sets: in almost every 

case the largest combined vertical and tangential velocities were in 

this annulus which is found near the ground and in the tomado peri

phery. The zone of maximum tangential winds extends upward and out

ward from this annulus. 

Objective analysis shows a double maximum in tornado-relative 

tangential winds below 100 m. One is located at a radius of about 

80 m and another is found at about 200 m and slopes upward and out

ward to a radius of about 500 m at 300 m elevation. At this stage 

the circulation had nearly completed a transition from v^^^ initiallv 
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found at radii of about 1000 m and well above the ground (wall cloud 

stage of data sets LCI and LC2) to v located in the lower levels 
max 

at a small radius. Perhaps the dual maximum in tangential velocity 

is a combination of the previous wall cloud stage and the intensify

ing tomado, although this dual structure appears in other data sets 

later in this section. 

A dual maximum is also seen in the azimuthally averaged verti

cal velocities. At this time the interior of the tomado had rapid

ly rising tags, but it is shown later that much of the time the tor

nado core exhibited weak vertical motion. The issue of vertical 

motion in the core is central to arguments concerning tornado ener

getics (Dergarabedian and Fendell, 1976; Lewellen et al., 1976, pp. 

523-540). Descending tags were never seen in the core of the Lake-

view tomado. It seems that descent would have been observed at 

least occasionally if it had been present; however, core warmth could 

have precluded condensation and the presence of tags. In other data 

sets described in this section, the vertical gradient of vertical 

velocity in the'core is negative, at least suggesting the possibil

ity of flow reversal at levels above about 300 m. 

The fairly complex pattern of vertical velocities gives rise to 

an equally complex radial motion field. In data set Ll (first seg

ment of the film of the Lakeview tomado) , the low level inflow 

layer is typical of all of the data sets, in which air below 50 m 

elevation is flowing in toward the tomado (Figure 36) . The contour

ing is based upon data at the 25 m objective analysis level, which 

was computed from the mass flowing upward through the 50 m surface. 

In reality the inflow layer may have been shallower than 50 m and 

not fully resolvable in these analyses. The true wind distribution 

probably undergoes a transition from nearly pure radial flow very 

near the ground to nearly pure swirling flow above 50 m elevation. 

Outflow is typically found in the upper, outer portions of the cir-

^"Core" in this paper will refer to the region inside r 
max 
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culation, but is unusually strong in this data set. However, the 

broken line contouring indicates that data is sparse or that the 

values do not represent true azimuthal averages and may not adequate

ly represent the true flow. 

The horizontal layer of locally strong outflow (or reduced in

flow in some cases) around 80 m elevation is typical, as is the layer 

of increased inflow (or reduced outflow in some cases) at 150 m ele

vation. It appears that the inflow near the ground is driven by un

balanced pressure gradient forces as viscous effects reduce the tan

gential flow and thus the centrifugal acceleration, destroying cyclo-

strophic balance. The outflow (or reduced inflow) just above the 

layer of strong inflow may be an adjustment as more inflow enters 

the tomado than can be transported upward by vertical pressure gra

dient forces. If this is true then this layer also is slightly out 

of cyclostrophic balance. 

Near the tomado and above 100 m elevation the radial flow is 

variable in sign but usually small and depends on the location and 

magnitudes of updraft in the wall cloud, as well as whether or not 

there is strong ascent in the core. In the Ll data set (Figure 36) 

the top of the inflow layer extends upward and inward toward the 

lower wall cloud structure, and inflow around z=130 m and r=300 m is 

unusually strong. 

Streamline pattems also indicate that this data set is somewhat 

unusual. Figure 37 shows the streamlines and isotachs of the second

ary circulation (radial and vertical components). Some of the sur

face inflow air rises nearly vertically in the tomado interior after 

turning upward in the corner region (Lewellen, 1976), while another 

branch is deflected outward and then accelerates upward into the wall 

cloud. Also, although outward flow is typical in the upper exterior 

of the circulation, the downward and outward flow in this data set 

is atypical and may be a result of inadequacies in the data. 

Data from the second segment, L2, shot at time 20:28 (eleven 

seconds after Ll), is too sparse to enable meaningful analysis. Azi-
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muthal averages of tangential and vertical components are shown in 

Figures 39 and 40. The strongest average tangential winds were 

slightly weaker than in Ll, but the maximum still occurred in the 

comer region near 100 m radius at the lowest levels. The strongest 

vertical motion was found in the outer portion of the tomado and 

the interior apparently showed only weak vertical motions contrasted 

with the previous data set. 

The third data set is from a one-half second segment of film 

at time 20:34 in the movie, and is presented in Figures 41 through 

48. As shown in Figure 41, the tags are very well distributed 

through the tomado. The ground relative velocities were largest in 

the comer region, and from there the region of largest velocities 

sloped upward and slightly outward. Objective analysis and azimuthal 

averaging gives a very clear picture of the location of r , the 

radius of maximum tangential winds, and the velocity falls off al

most linearly toward the axis. This distribution leads to vertical 

relative vorticities in excess of 0.7 sec . Maximum tangential 

winds are around 40 m sec 1 in Figure 42 which is a fairly typical 

result and would seem to imply that the Lakeview tomado was very 

weak (Fl on the F-scale for rating tomado damage). Later sections 

verify that the tomado was highly asymmetric, and Figure 41 shows 

that in any given region there is a large scatter in the velocity 

spectrum, which leads to average velocities much lower than peak 

velocities. In fact, the largest measured (tag) tangential velocity 

was over 70 m sec"^ (upper end of F2 on the F-scale), and higher 

windspeeds may have been unresolvable in the photogrammetry. 

Vertical motion in L3 is greatest in the comer region with 

large positive values extending up through the immediate inside of 

the dust cloud (Figure 43). Weak downdraft is present near the 

lower wall cloud just outside the tomado. The vertical gradient 

of vertical velocity is negative in the tomado interior, and axial 

flow may reverse above about 200 m elevation. 

Figure 44 shows a relatively simple pattem of radial motion 
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with the typical 50 m deep inflow layer and enhanced outflow outside 

the tomado at about 90 m elevation.. Elsewhere radial motions are 

negligible. The secondary circulation illustrated in Figure 45 shows 

that most of the inflow turns upward and rises through the outer part 

of the tomado. Some of the air in the upper part of the inflow 

layer flows out and upward into the outer portion of the wall cloud. 

Data set L3 is sufficiently well-filled with tags to justify 

constant-height analyses of the wind components. These reveal strong 

asymmetries as shown in Figure 46. The tomado-relative tangential 

velocity distribution shows a band of strong winds extending from 

north-northwest through south around the tomado, with a maximum of 

70 m sec to the northwest. Although the intensity decreases with 

height the orientation remains the same. Vertical relative vorticity 

is as large as 1.1 sec •̂  near this wind maximum in lower levels. 

Close inspection of the horizontal distribution of vertical 

velocity relative to the tomado (Figure 47) reveals that the strong

est vertical motion is confined to a hollow cylinder surrounding the 

core. Two other asymmetric features are present: a local strong 

updraft is seen near the "nose" of the low level wind maximum, and 

an updraft to the northeast of the tomado which is a steady feature. 

(This feature will be described more fully in the discussion, of the 

"composite" tornado. Section 5.3.4.) 

Finally, horizontal analyses of the tomado-relative radial mo

tion, computed by imposing mass balance grid point by grid point, 

shows inflow dominating at the 25 m elevation surface and outflow at 

75 m. The inflow layer extends upward through the 75 m surface to 

the east and northeast of the tomado as shown in Figure 48. Along

side the plots of radial wind are diagrams of the streamlines of hor

izontal wind at both levels. The flow at 25 m is strongly confluent, 

with a region of locally strong confluence to the northeast of the 

tornado. This confluence region is a steady feature. At 75 m the 

region from the tomado southward has pronounced difluence while 

there is confluence to the northeast. The general horseshoe shape 
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of the flow is also a steady feature, although oriented more east-

west in the composite tomado. 

Photogrammetry segment L4 commences at time 21:08, which is 24 

seconds after L3. Figures 49 through 55 depict the flow structure 

of the tomado at that time. This data set is significant in that 

it represents the one period of time in which pronounced subvortices 

were apparent, extending from the wall cloud to very near the ground. 

The aimuthally averaged distribution of tangential velocity 

relative to the tomado has a maxim.um at the periphery of the visible 

tomado which tilts outward with height. Extreme shear between r 
max 

and the tomado exis leads to average vertical relative vorticity in 

excess of 0.8 sec , which is the highest azimuthally averaged value 

found during the life cycle of this tomado. 

As in data set Ll, the interior of the tomado shows strong 

rising motion (Figure 51) with a minimum in vertical velocity in the 

tomado periphery (r = 120 m at z = 120 m) and a second region of 

updraft at larger radii. 

Inflow extends to much greater depths than found in other data 

sets (Figure 52), but the layer of strongest inflow is around 50 m 

deep. Above 50 m elevation radial motion is insignificant. Large 

inflow depths appear to be characteristic of the tomado v/hen strong 

ascent was occurring in the core. 

The secondary circulation is relatively simple as depicted in 

Figure 53. Much of the inflow air is drawn up into the tomado in

terior, with streamlines from the upper part of the inflow layer 

extending upward into the wall cloud region. 

Horizontal distributions of tangential velocity relative to the 

tomado are shown in Figure 54. As in data set L3 the tomado is 

highly asymmetric with a wind maximum on the south side. If this 

"jet" propagated cyclonically around the tomado it did so at a 

speed of about 9 m sec"^. This implies a movement of the region of 

largest shear vorticity from the northwest to the south side of the 

tomado. The vertical velocity pattem (Figure 55) is less defined. 
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but the prom.inent feature is a strong updraft extending from the 

tomado center northeastward; this orientation is a steady feature. 

Some measurements were made to better describe the pronounced, 

short-lived subvortices. Four subvortices were very apparent, and 

their approxim.ate positions within four seconds of the start of seg

ment L4 are m.arked with dots on Figure 54 at the 125 m level. It 

appears that five subvortices could have been evenly spaced around 

the tomado but only four were observed, with the subvortices in the 

left and right quadrants (with respect to the camera line of sight) 

being the most pronounced. In general, the lowest 60 m of the sub

vortices were tilting upstream with height and above 60 m the tilt 

was downstream. Without corroborating photographs from other sites 

it is impossible to determine the tilts of these subvortices exactly. 

The translating speeds with respect to the tomado were found 

to be about 40 m sec for the leftmost subvortex, and 54, 52 and 

7 m sec for the others proceeding counter-clockwise around the 

tomado. These translating speeds seem to be slightly larger than 

nearby objectively analyzed windspeeds. 

It was extremely difficult to resolve m-Otions of cloud tracers 

on the subvortices, but the movie gave a general im.pression of ro

tation rates of almost 1 rev/sec. The vorticity implied is almost 

identical to that computed from the objectively analyzed tangential 

winds: 1.1 sec . Although variable in size, a typical diameter of 

a subvortex was 30 m. Windspeeds on the periphery of a 30 ir. diameter 

subvortex rotating at 1 rev/sec are in excess of 90 m sec ^ with 

respect to the subvortex. Without knowing the spatial orientation 

of the subvortices or being able to track tags on the surfaces, the 

preceding information is subject to substantial error and should be 
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regarded as estimates only. 

The fifth data set from this camera site, L5, is one of the more 

interesting despite the sparsity of data shown in Figure 56. This 

segment of film was taken only eight seconds after L4 and was chosen 

because of the dramatic change in tomado morphology. Whereas L4 

contained several distinct subvortices, the tomado at 21:16 was a 

very homogeneous dust cloud with few trackable features and appeared 

much weaker than eight seconds earlier. As Figure 56 shows, even in 

the comer region only small values of V were found. 

Thorough analyses were not warranted due to lack of data, but 

the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity distribution (Figure 57) 

shows the radius of maximxjm winds displaced outward about 50 m from 

the previous data sets, with v only slightly greater than 30 m 
max o J o 

sec . One possible explanation for this weakening is that faster 

moving tags were simply not resolvable due to the homogeneity of the 

dust cloud. Another explanation is that the subvortices of several 

seconds earlier had transported air with high angular momentum in

ward and air with less angular momentum outward. The net effect 

would be to reduce the large velocity shear inside r , and weaken 
'̂  •' max 

the tangential flow near that radius. At time 21:10 (L4) the toma

do reached its peak intensity and slowly weakened for the rest of 

its life cycle. Data set L5 represents a sharp temporary deviation 

from that trend. 

Once again the area of strongest vertical motion (Figure 58) 

appears to have shifted outward from the interior to the periphery 

of the tornado and weakened. 

At tiF.e 21:30 the tomado had reintensified but was somewhat 

less intense than in data set L4 (refer to Figure 93 on page Peak windspeeds for trackable tags in this study are discussed 
in Section 5.3.5 and were between 70 and 80 m sec ' with respect to 
the ground. _Small uncertainties are associated with these estimates 
The 90 m sec ^ subvortex estimate is significant only in that it in
dicates that subvortices may contain higher windspeeds than the 
larger-scale flow in which they are embedded. 
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for more details on temporal variations). The tag distribution for 

data set L6 is better than the previous set. The comer region again 

contains the highest velocities on the plot of V (Figure 59). Large 

ground-relative velocities are also apparent in the wall cloud outside 

r = 300 m. 

This dual-maximum stmcture in the tangential winds is better 

illustrated in Figure 60. The radius of maximum winds is at about 

r = 150 m and z = 90 m. The extreme shear inside r seen in pre-
max '^ 

vious data sets is not apparent in this segment. 

Figure 61 shows the strongest ascent in the periphery of the 

tomado with a secondary maximum in the wall cloud at r = 450 m. 

This vertical velocity distribution leads to the radial velocity dis

tribution in Figure 62. The radial winds are somewhat weaker than 

in previous segments, but the overall structure is typical: a shal

low inflow layer is found below 50 m, with weak outflow or reduced 

inflow immediately above and generally weak radial motion at higher 

levels. Combining the vertical and radial distributions gives the 

streamline pattem of Figure 63. 

The flow structure does not change substantially in data set L7 

(Figures 64 through 68). The dual-maximum structure in tangential 

velocity appears to have become a horizontally elongated maximum at 

about 130 m elevation. Vertical velocities no longer had a dual-

maximum structure as in data set L6. 

Another transition in core flow took place between 22:13 and 

22:17, as depicted in Figures 69 through 73. The comer region con

tained the largest values of V^, and r appears to have shifted 
* t max 

about 25 m inward. Strong rising motion in the tomado interior had 

redeveloped and caused the typical strengthening in radial flow, but 

not an increase in the depth of the inflow layer as was seen in data 

sets Ll and L4. As with the earlier cases of core ascent, air in 

the lower part of the inflow layer was penetrating to near the axis 

before ascending and flov/ing outward at larger elevations. 

Data sets LIO, L12, and L13 had data too sparse for meaningful 
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analysis, but data from these sets were included m the com.posite 

tornado. The r-z plots of tag distributions for LIO and L13 are 

shown in Figures 74 and 75 respectively. Segment L12, not shown, 

was chosen because strong descent was noticed for the first time in 

the periphery of the wall cloud, especially in the southeast quad

rant. The objective analysis at r = 500 m shows negative vertical 

velocity at elevations of 175, 225, and 275 m, with the strongest 

descent at 175 m (-12.2 m sec ^ ) . It seems that some of the tags 

in the wall cloud periphery were being entrained in the downdraft 

that by that time (24:51) had nearly encircled the wall cloud. 

Tomado evolution is discussed further beginning on page 162. 

5.3.4 The composite tomado 

Data sets Ll through L13 were composited in an effort to deter

mine what features were steady in the Lakeview tomado. Many fea

tures were evolving or very unsteady and are described in Sec. 5.3.6. 

The results in this section are not a composite of the r-z data 

(azimuthal averages) presented in the last section, but, as stated 

in the introduction to this chapter, are averages of data at all of 

the individual objective analysis grid points. 

Constant height analyses in this section have parentheses and 

broken contouring in the vicinity of grid points where a total of 

ten or fewer tags were used to interpolate velocities over the five 

minute span of these data sets. The r-z plots (azimuthal averages 

of composite values) have broken contours and values in parentheses 

if four or more radials (out of eight) had less than ten tags used 

in establishing velocities at those grid points. These regions do 

not necessarily represent conditions around the entire tomado. 

The first five constant height analyses depict tomado-relative 

composite tangential velocity (Figures 76, 77, 78). At elevations 

of 25, 75, 125, and 175 m a pronounced wind maximum was persistent 

in the left rear quadrant (with respect to the camera line of sight) 

This feature must have been steady and non-migrator>' in order to be 
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seen in the composite. Swirling winds remained anomalously small to 

the east-northeast of the tomado center. This configuration led to 

large values of shear vorticity between the wind maximum and the 

core. The pattem becomes less distinct at upper levels because the 

tomado was often obscured by the wall cloud (as revealed by broken 

contour areas). 

Composite tomado-relative vertical velocities are equally in

teresting (Figures 79, 80, 81). At z = 25 m the tomado core was 

ringed with a maximum in vertical velocity with intense updraft to 

the northeast of the core (right rear with respect to the camera line 

of sight) . This pattem extends upward to 75 m with the updraft 

elongating eastward and southeastward. The updraft east of the tor

nado became more pronounced with height and is in excess of 25 m 

sec at 175 m elevation. The most interesting feature at z = 225 m 

is the very weak vertical motion implied in the core. The vertical 

gradient of vertical velocity was negative in the composite in the 

core, and although very little data is available at 225 m and above, 

it appears that axial flow reversal may have occurred near this level. 

' Figure 82 shows ground-relative velocities at 25 m elevation. 

The area of maximum winds is shifted toward the southem part of the 

tomado and elongated toward the east. Very weak tangential flow is 

seen in the composite to the east and northeast of the tomado. The 

radial and tangential components have been combined to produce the 

vector portrayal shown. 

The horizontal distribution of tomado-relative composite radial 

velocity (Figure 83) was computed grid point by grid point from the 

composite vertical velocity distribution. In the composite at 25 rr. 

elevation the tornado is surrounded by inflow which increases out

ward due to the presence of updraft at radii away from the tomado. 

The intense updrafts to the northeast of the tomado caused the 

locally stronger inflow in that area. 

Composite tornado relative radial velocity is dominated by out

flow at the 75 m level. The most significant quasi-steadv features 
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shown in Figure 84 are the penetration of the inflow layer to above 

75 m to the northeast of the tomado, and increasing outflow to the 

southeast. 

Composite streamlines were constructed for both the ground-

relative and tomado-relative horizontal winds. Figure 85 shows 

streamlines and isotachs for the ground-relative wind at z = 25 m and 

streamlines for the tomado-relative wind. This format further 

emphasizes the strong departure from axisymmetry in the Lakeview 

tomado. A "jet" of larger than 50 m sec"-̂  winds persisted on the 

southwest side of the tomado with an elongated maximum extending 

eastward from there. The most striking feature in these analyses is 

the confluence line extending eastward from the tomado and asympto

tic to the north side of the core. Flow to the north of the con

fluence line relative to the tomado actually has slight anticyclonic 

curvature. This wind distribution conforms very well with the con

ceptual model of meso-y scale tomado evolution (Chapter II and 

Figure 19) which depicts an occluded front from north of the tomado 

extending eastward. 

The composite streamline pattem at z = 75 m (Figure 86) also 

shows a confluence line extending east-northeastward from the tor

nado and in the vicinity of the strongest updrafts. The difluence 

seen east-southeast of the tomado at large radii may indicate the 

spreading of downdraft air in the area behind the surging gust front. 

Xote also the dominance of swirl over radial motion; winds at this 

level and above are probably nearly in cyclostrophic balance in the 

area near the tomado. 

Azimuthally averaged composite tomado-relative tangential vel

ocity is shown in Figure 87. The radius of maximum winds in the com

posite is at 130 m radius; this zone of strong x̂ inds tilts only very 

slightly outward with height. Inside r^^^ is a region of unreliable 

data, but fairly strong vertical relative vorticity is implied. The 

strongest tangential winds appear to be contained in an annulus cen

tered at about 30 m elevation. 
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Composited vertical velocities have a nearly uniform maximum 

(Figure 88) extending from the comer region upward and outward along 

the tomado periphery and into the wall cloud. The velocity distri

bution seems to verify that the tomado and wall cloud are an area 

o-f locally intense updraft (Chapter II). The radial azimuthally 

averaged tomado-relative velocity shown in Figure 89 was derived, 

using mass balances, from Figure 88. These results are most reliable 

inside r = 500 m. In the composite, the pattem of a shallow inflow 

layer below reduced inflow and weak outflow appears to be a quasi-

steady feature. Above 100 m elevation radial motion is weak. 

The secondary circulation (Figure 90) of the composite tomado 

shows radial motions dominating below 60 m elevation and vertical 

motion above. The inflow appears to penetrate well inside r , but 
max 

it should be remembered that this is a composite of two very differ

ent core flow regimes that were present at various times during the 

tomado. Outside 300 m radius the height at which the streamlines 

change from inflow to outflow corresponds with a horizontally orient

ed maximum in tangential velocity (Figure 87) . This is reasonable in 

that, to conserve angular momentum, tangential velocity must increase 

as the air approaches the tornado, be maximum at the closest approach, 

and decrease as the air flows outward. This argument assumes that 

the streamlines are approximate trajectories of the secondary flow, 

which is probably a good assumption in the composite tomado. 

5.3.5 Angular momentum balance in the Lakeview tomado 

Angular momentum balances in the Lakeview tomado were examiined 

in two ways. The first is similar to that used by Lilly (1969) in 

an analysis of Hoecker's (1960) data from the Dallas tomado. The 

composite profiles of tangential, vertical, and radial velocity were 

used to compute angular momentum flux. Figure 91 shows the r-z re

gion divided into rectangles, each being a cross section through an 

annulus in space. Mass flux, assuming a constant density of 1.0 

kgm~2, was computed for each of the four surfaces of each annulus. 
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This value was multiplied by the mean value of angular momentum on 

each surface found from the distribution of tangential velocity. 

The value plotted in each box is the sum of the fluxes through each 

of the surfaces. Positive values indicate that the mean flow is 

contributing angular momentum in each region while negative values 

indicate that the mean flow is removing angular momentum. 

For angular momentum to be conserved, eddy flux of angular mo

mentum must be removing angular momentum from those regions where 

the mean flow is contirubing, and vice versa. In the Lakeview tor

nado, eddy angular momentum flux must be removing angular momentum 

in the inflow layer and in the tomado core. Outside these regions 

eddy flux is contributing angular momentum but the values are much 

smaller than in the inflow layer. In the inflow layer the eddy flux 

must be directed outward or downward to oppose the mean flux. 

Figure 92 is a different type of analysis confirming the results 

presented in Figure 91. At selected points, the value of the angular 

momentum of the tangential flow has been plotted on streamlines of 

the secondary flow. Since these are the mean streamlines composited 

over five minutes during which the pattem was fairly steady, they 

can be considered to be trajectories relative to the tomado. 

In the inflow layer angular momentum decreases significantly as 

air flows toward the tomado. This is probably being brought about 

by the flux of eddy momentum directed outward against the mean flux. 

In those streamlines that turn upward outside of r = 400 m, angular 

momentum remains nearly constant in the mean flow indicating that 

eddy flow is very weak. Closer to the tomado the angular momentum 

is typically increasing slowly in the upward flow indicating that 

eddy flux is adding small amounts of angular momentum to the flow. 

The results for the Lakeview tomado compare remarkably well 

with Lilly's (1969) analysis of the angular momentum balance in the 

Dallas tomado. Referring again to Figure 91, the solid line repre

sents the transition from positive to negative contributions of angu

lar momentum bv the mean flow. This same line was roughly establisn-
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ed from Lilly's diagram (his Figure 2) after normalizing it in di

mension so that r^^ corresponded in the Dallas and Lakeview toma-

does. This is shown as a dotted line in Figure 91 which corresponds 

very closely with that of the Lakeview data. 

5.3.6 Temporal variations in the Lakeview tomado 

Many of the temporal variations and evolutionary characteristics 

of this tomado described in the preceding sections will be reviewed 

here. A general trend of strengthening of the tangential and verti

cal components lasted until about 21 minutes after the vortex was 

first manifested at cloud base, followed by a slow weakening trend 

until filming was discontinued at about 26 minutes. Shorter term 

fluctuations can be seen in Figure 93, where solid lines represent 

components of individual tags, broken lines represent components at 

a grid point where more than three tags were used in interpolating 

the velocity, and the dotted line represents the height at which the 

maximum tangential tag velocity occurred. One of the major fluctua

tions was the dramatic weakening apparent in data set L5. Another 

well defined trend is that the maximum tangential velocity moved 

steadily toward the ground until shortly after 20 minutes, after 

which it was typically found in the lowest 50 meters. 

After the tomado reached the ground no long-term trends are 

discemible in the graph of maximum vertical velocity. Large fluc

tuations were common, and the largest vertical velocities generally 

coincided with periods in which the tomado had a rising core. These 

fluctuations in vertical velocity resulted in the fluctuations in 

radial velocity seen in the individual data sets. 

The tomado underwent a definite transition from having no major 

subvortices to a stage in which they were present, and then the 

reverse transition quickly occurred. 

One of the most unsteady characteristics, discussed in a previ

ous section, was vortex translation. The tomado slowed dramatically 

during its intense phase and accelerated as it weakened. Superir.-
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posed on this trend were the oscillations in the position of the 

leading edge of the dust cloud which may have been associated with 

looping in the tomado path. The location of local velocity m.axima 

also appeared to be unsteady (refer to data sets L3 and L4) , leading 

to the conclusion that windspeed was probably very unsteady at any 

given point fixed with respect to the tomado. 

Perhaps the most significant evolutionary characteristic was 

the nature of the core flow. At three separate times inflow pene

trated to near the tomado axis and rapid rising was seen. It is 

postulated that the tomado was a two-celled vortex aloft with trans

itions between one- and two-cell structure near the surface. These 

flow structures are illustrated, following Snow (1982) , in Figure 94. 

For unknown reasons, the level of vortex breakdown apparently fluc

tuated upward and downward in the tomado. Careful scrutiny of the 

streamlines presented with the individual data sets suggests that 

this process may have been occurring. 

In the first flow structure illustrated on the left in Figure 

94, the surface inflow erupts upward near the axis and diverges at 

some point (a "free stagnation point," marked with a cross bar in 

the figure) well above the ground, at which the axial flow reverses. 

This structure is similar to that of data sets Ll, L4, and L8. The 

flow structure illustrated on the right is described by Snow (1982) 

as having two breakdown points separated by a transition zone where 

core flow is upward and turbulent with a negative vertical gradient 

of vertical velocity. In the case illustrated on the right in 

Figure 94, the leading stagnation point has reached the ground. It 

must be reiterated that subsidence in the core was never observed, 

but the existence of a two-celled vortex aloft is strongly suggested 

by the observed streamline pattems, and the negative vertical gradi

ent of vertical velocity. 
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5.4 The Nazareth Tomado 

The movies of the Nazareth tomado contained much less informa

tion than that of the Lakeview vortex. This was largely due to the 

opacity of the clouds in the tomado and the large range (7 km). 

The photogrammetric data sets were taken from a 1.5 minute section 

of film before the tomado was obscured by rain. 

Most of the tags tracked in this movie were on the surface of 

a very large funnel which averaged about 1200 m in diameter. It ap

pears that this was really a wall cloud reaching the ground. Tags 

in the interior or on the rear side were usually not visible except 

in the very lowest levels. Uncertainties in this data are minimal. 

The camera site was located to within 3 m, and the location of the 

visible tomado was known to within about 20 m because simultaneous 

photos were available from another site enabling the use of graphical 

intersection techniques. The uncertainty contributed by errors in 

distance from the camera to the tomado is therefore under 0.5%. 

Scaling errors are typically under 2% using the regression technique 

outlined in Chapter III. Most tags were in the central part of the 

tomado image and because of the enormous size of the tomado errors 

in the radius assumptions contribute very little (under 2 m sec ) 

to velocity uncertainties. 

During the period of filming the tomado was quite complex. In 

the super-8 footage as many as seven subvortices were visible at 

one time. These varied in size and were typically located just in

side the near (southeast) part of the wall cloud. One very large 

subvortex (about 100 m in diameter) was filmed in the interior of the 

wall cloud in the westem quadrant of the tomado. A super-8 zoom 

sequence (that was slightly unfocused) showed this subvortex to have 

what appeared to be subsidiary vortices rotating about its axis as 

it moved cyclonically around the axis of the wall cloud. Eventually, 

one large vortex formed in the eastern part of the interior of the 

large wall cloud. The wall cloud tended to shrink as the tomado 

moved north-northeast toward Nazareth and into the rain ar̂ ia. 
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Since tags were only tracked on the exterior of the near side 

of the Nazareth vortex it was impossible to determine azimuthal 

averages of velocity components that would represent conditions 

around the circumference of the tomado. Further, it was impossible 

to determine the radial velocity distribution because virtually no 

information regarding the vertical miction inside the tomado was 

available. 

Figures 95 through 98 are r-z plots from some of the better 

filled data sets from the 1.5 min of useable 16mm footage. Figure 

95 shows the tangential component of tomado-relative velocity. The 

data points represent tags on the tomado surface (wall cloud is 

possibly a more appropriate term). It is impossible to determine 

whether r was at this surface or further into the interior of the 
max 

circulation. The average tangential velocity is about 30 m sec ̂  

with the largest velocities in the extreme periphery below 100 ra. 

This superficially resembles the velocity distribution found in the 

Lakeview tomado. Figure 96 shows the vertical velocities of the 

tags in the same movie segment. Very little interpretation can be 

given to these data; these vertical velocities are fairly large and 

uniform, and if the strong rising motion extended much deeper into 

the tomado very strong radial flow also would have been present. 

Damage pattems suggest that very intense radial motions were not 

present at ground level which leads to the conclusion that the in

terior had downward motion or at least much reduced vertical motion. 

The next data set, part of which is shown in Figure 97, is the 

most thorough of those compiled on the Nazareth tomado. This fig

ure shows a broad area of strong tangential winds between 400 and 

600 m radius, or just inside the edge of the wall cloud. Tags visi

ble deep in the interior show smaller velocities and velocities also 

decrease outside 600 m radius. Data obtained (but not plotted) show 

25 to 35 m sec"^ tangential velocities extending upward and outvard 

along the wall cloud surface to the ambient cloud base at about 700 i 

elevation. The final data set has tag tangential velocities (Figure 
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98) very similar to those in the first data set. 

The velocity distribution in the Nazareth vortex was evidently 

complex on all scales. A damage survey (Figure 15, p. 22) showed 

several swaths of locally intense damage (Fl or greater) on the 

meso-Y scale; some were well away from the visible tomado. The 

F-scale rating was very difficult to assess due to the lack of struc

tures affected in this open agricultural land. The damage swaths 

comprised areas of downed power poles; in addition several bams 

were heavily damaged, one mobile home destroyed and another metal 

building destroyed. It seems that much of the damage was caused by 

winds very near the ground in excess of those found in the wall 

cloud. The damage swaths away from the tomado were possibly caused 

by downbursts (Fujita, 1978). These could have been located just 

behind the gust front as it surged cyclonically around the tomado. 

The velocity distribution is further complicated in that numer

ous subvortices were present just inside the wall cloud, and one sub

vortex possibly had subsidiary vortices. Before the tomado was 

surrounded by rain and became one intense vortex, it was extremely 

asymmetric. Even after the consolidation, damage was found in areas 

up to 1.5 km from the visible tomado. 

The angular momentum in the wall cloud was in the range of 2x10 

to 3x10̂ * m^ sec ^ which is actually smaller than in the Lakeview wall 

cloud before tomado touchdown. If mean angular momentum flux were 

not counteracted by eddy flux, the consolidated Nazareth- tomado 

would have had tangential velocities as large as 200 m sec ' . Dam

age did not indicate total velocities much in excess of 70 m sec * ; 

therefore, eddy angular momentum flux must have been significant in 

this tomado. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS A2TD SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This chapter presents, on successively smaller scales, the sig

nificant findings of this study. In addition a few remarks are in

cluded about future research that could further substantiate or clar

ify the conclusions of this study. The Tulia Outbreak storm and its 

environment were studied on scales ranging from meso-a to micro-S 

(Orlanski, 1975). 

6.1 Meso-3 Scale 

The most significant finding at this scale is the fact that the 

Tulia storm and other severe storms in the same area developed in a 

region of significant mesoscale temperature gradients at the surface 

which were not associated with discemible gradients of pressure or 

moisture. The surface wind was blowing orthogonally to the isotherms 

which, since absolute pressure was approximately horizontally uniform 

at the ground, implies isentropic lifting. If the gradients had been 

much stronger thermal boundaries would have been apparent; these have 

been linked to the development of tomadic storms by Maddox e_t al. , 

(1980). Also, horizontal temperature gradients are important in 

frontogenesis; this process and its association with the development 

of tornadic storms has been investigated by Bluestein and Berry 

(1982). It is suggested that mesoscale temperature gradients in past 

tornado cases should be investigated, both for frontal and non-frontal 

situations, to determine what role these have in the dynamics of 

severe storm and tomado development. 

6.2 Meso-y Scale 

Observations of mesoscale evolution in the Tulia Outbreak storr. 

were facilitated by the exceptionally visible, organized changes in 
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the storm appearance. In addition, field team observations and 

photographs from other observers, as well as conventional radar data, 

clarified the basic evolving features of this storm. The observa

tions are summarized in the conceptual model of mesoscale evolution 

presented in Chapter II (pp. 25 to 29). It was found that the tor

nadoes reached the ground at about the same tim.e as vigorous gust 

fronts surged ahead of the circulation center. The gust fronts were 

probably associated with the downdrafts which progressively surround

ed each tomado reducing the supply of potentially buoyant air and 

leading to the eventual weakening of the tornadoes. Tornadogenesis 

was found to occur quickly in the "primed" environment to the east 

of an existing tomado. This general evolution was suspected from 

Doppler observations of mesocyclones (Burgess, 1982) and incorporated 

in limited detail in the conceptual model of Lemon and Doswell (1979). 

The source or cause of the downdraft cannot be determined from this 

study; however, it was observed that the downdrafts could be rain-

free and not substantially cooler than the inflow air, upon reaching 

the ground or rain-filled as in the case of the Nazareth tomado. 

The conceptual model presented in this thesis has striking similar

ities to the numerical modelling results of Klemp and Rotunno (1982). 

Finally, it was observed that the first tomado was very different 

in many respects from the three tornadoes that followed, which were 

mutually similar. This observation may imply that somewhat differ

ent processes of tornadogenesis and evolution occur with the first 

tomado of a family compared to those that follow. 

In order to further substantiate the essential features of meso

scale evolution described in this thesis, it is suggested that storm 

intercept programs be organized in such a way that the mesocyclone 

area can be sampled systematically. Cloud features and movements 

should be photographed and documented, and wind, temperature, and 

water vapor content should be recorded frequently and at the times 

of any significant changes. In this manner, the position, source, 

and role of the gust front and frontal occlusion could be documented, 
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as well as the possible reduction in potentially buoyant tornado in

flow. This data could be integrated with Doppler radar observations 

into a complete, quantitative understanding of storm evolution. 

Other remote sensing devices (such as TOTO (Bluestein and Bedard, 

1982)) cloud also be useful. 

6.3 Micro-a Scale 

Many of the significant findings of this research are on this 

scale and were deduced using newly developed photogrammetric analy

sis techniques. An unprecedented, highly detailed analysis of the 

Lakeview tomado has provided the first thorough documentation of the 

spatial and temporal characteristics of the flow structure of an 

actual tomado. 

It was found that tomado strength is not steady. Rapid 

strengthening occurred in the circulation aloft which was slowly 

lowering toward the ground. Strengthening continued for several min

utes after tomado touchdown and then a weakening trend occurred. 

These general trends were punctuated by the variability in tomado 

strength, including a sudden apparent weakening at one time followed 

by rapid strengthening. 

The technique of compositing many photogrammetric data sets 

revealed that some features of the tomado were quasi-steady. These 

include the position of r , the presence of an annulus of large 
max 

total velocity near the ground at the periphery of the tornado, the 

presence of a confluence zone and associated updraft to the east-

northeast of the tomado, and the persistence of a shallow layer of 

strong inflow with weaker radial velocities above. The streamline 

pattem at 25 and 75 m elevation suggests the presence of an occluded 

frontal system east of the tomado and asymptotic to the north side 

of the core. Difluence to the southeast of the tomado aloft suggest 

the spreading of downdrafts behind the surging gust front. 

The core and radial flow were found to be unsteadv. Periods of 
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intense rising in the core with enhanced inflow penetrating inside 

^mav near the ground alternated with periods of only weak vertical 

motion in the core. These observations lead to the hypothesis that 

the tomado was two-celled aloft, with a free stagnation point that 

fluctuated up and down in the lower 300 m of the tomado. 

The Nazareth tomado was found to be highly asymmetric, with 

the prominent asymmetries being the presence of numerous subvortices 

in the tomado and damaging wind maxima outside the tomado. Al

though the Lakeview tomado was less asymmetric most winds of damag

ing strength were probably associated with flow asymmetries. The 

most prominent asymmetries in the Lakeview tomado were a migratory 

"jet" discovered in the tangential wind distribution and suggested 

in the vertical distribution, and a quasi-steady maximum in tangen

tial velocities on the west side of the tomado. This particular 

asymmetry had a counterpart: a quasi-steady area of light winds was 

found immediately east of the tomado in the vicinity of the appar

ent occluded front. Another asymmetry, observed only briefly, was 

the presence of subvortices just inside r . Although only a crude 
^ -• max 

estimate may be made, the windspeeds associated with the subvortices 

may have been somewhat stronger than the maximum observed tag motion 

in the larger-scale flow. Finally, the presence of the confluence 

zone and updraft to the east of the tomado caused a major departure 

from axisymmetric flow. 

The movement of the tomado was not steady. The tomado slowed 

dramatically in forward speed as it intensified and then accelerated 

slightly as it weakened. Superimposed on the forward translation 

speed was the apparent forward and backward oscillation observed on 

two occasions. One explanation for this behavior is looping in the 

tomado path. 

An analysis of the angular momentum budget of the composite Lake-

view tomado reveals that eddy flux of angular momentum must be act

ing outward or downward in the inflow layer to explain the decreases 

in angular momentum seen in the mean flow. This balance was veri-
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fied in two ways and is in strong agreement with the analysis of 

(Lilly, 1969) of the Dallas tomado data (Hoecker, 1960). Angular 

momentum increased rapidly from the axis outward to r and contin-
max 

ued to increase outward to the edge of the objective analysis domain 

one kilometer from the tomado axis. It is impossible to determin 

(in either mesocyclone) an ambient angular momentum value. 

It is not known what aspects of thse flow regimes are unusual 

and which are typical of tornadoes as a whole. More movies of tor

nadoes must be analyzed using techniques such as those outlined in 

this thesis. An expanded data set would highlight differences in 

flow structure between tornadoes and the differences in the evolution 

of those structures. These kinematic analyses would be of great 

benefit in understanding the dynamics and energetics of tornadoes. 

Data should continue to be gathered photographically, and with rem.ote 

sensing capabilities such as portable Doppler radar and TOTO-like 

sensors. 

6.4 Micro-B Scale 

Subvortices were the only event observed on this scale and have 

been discussed in the previous paragraphs. One significant finding 

is that large subvortices may themselves contain subsidiary vortices. 

This feature has been tentatively identified in a movie of the Naza

reth tomado. 
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